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SOCIAL FESTIVITIES
DR. ODELL SHEPARD AWARDED
MAL HALLETT PLAYS TONIGHT
119 GUESTS TO
PULITZER BIOGRAPHY PRIZE LURE
AT NEW JUNIOR- SENIOR BALL
EIGHT FRATERNITIES
Shepard Wins Pulitzer Award
for Work on Life of
Bronson Alcott

Five Dances and Eight Dinners
Listed Among Highlights of
Week-End Activities
GIRLS FROM 12 STATES

BOOK'S SECOND HONOR

Statistics Show Dance Will Be One
of Largest Social Functions
in History of College

Received Publisher's Prize 1936;
Actual Writing of Book Took
Only Six Weeks' Work
By James S. Neill. Jr., '40
Tuesday, May 3-In one of the most
signal honors that has come to Trinity
College in recent years, it was announced last night that Professor
Odell Shepard, James J. Goodwin
Professor of English Literature, had
become a co-winner together with
Marquis James, author of "The Border Captain" and "Portrait of a President", of the 1938 Pulitzer prize for
biography.
The award, which was
announced by Dr. Nicholas Murray
Butler, president of Columbia University, at the annual dinner of the
Alumni of the Graduate School of
Journalism, was given Dr. Shepard
for his book, "Pedlar's Progress, The
Life of Bronson Alcott."
Second Award
This is the second time that Professor Shepard's book has been honored.
In December, 1936, for his
manuscript of the book, Dr. Shepard
was awarded a $5000 prize offered by
Little, Brown & Company, as a centenary prize, celebrating the completion of one hundred years of book
publishing under the name of the
founders.
Dr. Shepard's biography
was chosen as the most interesting
unpublished American work, non-fiction, resting squarely on the foundation of fact, from the 387 manuscripts submitted in the contest, and
it represents the author's years of
intense interest in Concord and the
group of famous nineteenth century
writers and thinkers who lived there.
The author's attention was first
drawn to Alcott by the admiration
which Emerson and Thoreau expressed for him. In preparation for
writing the book, Professor Shepard
read the fifty manuscripts of Alcott's
journals, more than five million
words, being the first person outside
the Alcott family to have access to
all the journals and probably the only
living person who has read them
through. The reading of the manuscripts occupied the greater part of a
su=er, but the actual writing, Dr.
Shepard stated, "took six weeks."
Notified on Monday
Professor Shepard first learned that
he was a Pulitzer prize winner at 5.30
Monday afternoon when he received
a telegram from New York. In an
interview with a Hartford Courant
reporter Monday evening, Dr. Shepard
stated, "My attitude is one of ironic
amusement." Recognizing the honor
attached to the award, he explained
a certain irony for two reasons. "It
is ironical because he (Alcott) never
won a prize.
He was poor.
He
could never support himself. In all
his life he never earned as much as
this book."
Quoting further from
the Courant, "Averring that Alcott's
ideas 'were much in advance of his
times' his biographer went on to say
that 'the book is a defense of the unworldly and the idealistic point of
view against the materialistic in all
of its forms. I think of America as
partly materialistic,' he said, 'but
(Continued on page 4.)

DR. ODF.LL SHEPARD

TRUSTEES' BOARD HOLDS .
ANNUAL SPRING MEETING
Five F acuity Members Raised to
Associate Professorships;
Campus Work Noted
Saturday, April 30~The spring
meeting of the Board of Trustees
was .h eld today, and it was decided,
upon the recommendation of the joint
education committee, Ito re-establish
the academic g1·ade of associate professor. Professor Louis H. Naylor,
Romance Languages; Morse S. Allen,
now holding this office for the present
term, English; Arthur P.R. Wadlund,
physics; Sterling B. Smith, Chemistry; and Dean Thurman L. Hood,
English, all assistant professors, were
advanced to the position of associate
professor according to this action.
These new ranks will be held indefinitely.
The resignation of Dr. Edward R.
Atkinson, instructor in Chemistry,
was accepted and will be effective
at the end of this present academic
year. It was announced that Dr.
Atkinson has been appointed assis•tant
chemistry professor at the University
of New Hampshire. Upon the recommendation of the joint education committee, Warren C. Lathrop, B.A.,
Ph.D., a graduate of Harvard, who
is now doing advanced work at Yale,
was appointed to succeed Atkinson.
A•t the same time Jack Trevithick
was re-appointed instructor in English for the neXJt academic year.
The receipt of a legacy from Jacob
H. Greene, Class of 1891, was announced by the executive committee.
It was voted by the trustees to
establish a memorial fund with this,
the principal to be kept intact and
invested, while the income will be
used for the general purposes of Trinity. All undesignated legacies and
memorial gifts will be placed into
this fund.
Mr. Newton C. Brainard reported.
(Continued on page 9.)

The sobriety of Trinity's campus
and environs should fade during this
week-end when hordes of gailyappareled girls descend upon the College for the Spring Dance week-end
festivities and invade the various
Vernon Street fraternilties. Among
the social functions listed are seven
house parties, five dances, and a
round of dinners ·and cocktail parties.
The advertising campaign put on by
the Dance Committee seems to have
brought results in the fact lthat the
number of guests will be considerably
more than that of last year: approxi·
mately 119 girls from 12 states havE
invaded the campus for the week-end.
In fact, as far as limited statistics
show, this will be the largest and
most important social function in the
history .of the College. South Dakota
and Texas seem to be the most
remote states from which girls are
attending the Ball.
Prior to ithe Senior Ball that evening formal dinners will be given
by the majority of the houses preceded by a number of cocktail parties.
There will be no tea dances as was
the case in some of the fraternities
last year.
The following afternoon Trinit:;
meets the Coast Guard Academy in
baseball which, undoubtedly, will
attract some of the couples. Delta
Psi will hold .a. cocktail party thai
afternoon and Delta Kappa Epsilon
will go on a picnic. That night Alpha
Chi Rho will give a dance at the
Commons; the pat:r:onesses will be
Mrs. William G. Speed of Baltimore
Maryland, and Mrs. Morris Lyndbrook, of Long Island. This dance
(Continued on page 5.)

BENJAMIN RETURNS FROM
SICK BED TO PLAY LEAR
Tickets Placed On Sale for the
Presentation of "King Lear"
in College Chapel
Sam Benjamin, President of the
Jesters, who is playing Lear in the
forthcoming production, is now back
and rci.earsing strenuously with the
rest of the cast. Although his appendicitis operation and resulting two
weeks' absence handicapped the entire
cast, Benjamin returned last Sunday
determined to make up for lost time.
Art Sherman, playing the Earl of
Gloucester, and Benjamin are very
well-versed in Shakespearean roles,
for they have both received excellent
training under an eminent authority.
Both Benjamin and Sherman appeared last in "Death Takes a Holiday", presented by the Jesters in the
spring of 1937.
"King Lear" will be staged in the
Chapel by Mr. Greenley on Friday and
Saturday evenings, May 20 and 21.
The Jesters will recall the birthplace
of modern dramatic art in an ecclesiastical setting some eleven centuries
ago by enacting this tragedy, one of
the grandest of all times, in the Col(Continued on page 5.)

COLLEGE ELECTIONS
The following are the results of
the college elections, which were
held on April 27, and in which 316
cast their votes.
For the Senate:
Alpha Delta Phi-Edward L.
Smith.
Delta Kappa Epsilon-Robert M.
Muir.
Alpha Chi Rho~than F. Bassford.
Sigma Nu-John C. Alexander.
Delta Phi-Paul J aspersohn.
Alpha Tau Kappa-Henry H.
Keane.
On-Campus Neutrals-George W.
Smith.
Off-Campus Neutrals-Arthur H.
Campbell.
For College Marshal:
G. Victor Hamil1ton. ·
For Secr~tary of Athletic Ass'n:
Ralph R. Shelly.
William H. Gorman, appointed
treasurer, automatically becomes
the representative from Delta Psi
on the Senate.

BALL TEAM FACES THREE
STIFF CONTESTS IN ROW
Prom Week-end Guests Will See
Hilltoppers Engage Cadets;
W. P. I., Williams Listed

Herbert Vinick and Brayton
Porter Head Committee
at Hartford Club

DANCING 10 TO 3
Part of Dance to be (Broadcast
Over WTHT-Stags 2 Dollars
a Head After 12
Again the Hartford Club resounds
with the gaiety of a Trinity College
social affair. At ten o'clock tonight
the couples will start tripping the
light fantastic to the sweet swing
rhythms of Mal Hallett and his orchestra. This dance will be the first
affair of its kind in the history of
the college. Never before have both
the Senior and Junior Classes had a
combined dance. The results of this
combination were excellent, because it
enabled the committee to have more
of a leeway in the finances.
Dance to be Broadcast
Chairmen Herbert Vinick and Brayton A. Porter, Jr., have left no stone
unturned in order to make the dance
a success (they were afraid they
might find a prospective bid-buyer
underneath). This year Trinity College is on the air, and the Junior
Prom-Senior Ball is no exception.
The local radio station of WTHT will
broadcast the dance music from the
Hartford Club from 11.30 to 12.00.
The co=ittee decided to keep with
last year's precedent-breaking ball
and consequently omitted the grand
march again.

Before a large crowd, swelled by
the intrusion of Trinity by a sizable
group of Prom week-end guests, the
up-and-down Trinity baseball nine will
cross bats with the Cadets of the
United States Coast Guard A,cademy
Alumni to Return
of New London tomorrow afternoon
The news of the dance has traveled
in a game scheduled to begin at 3 far and wide to many of the loyal
o'clock.
The colorful Kaydets will Trin alumni. Many of these grads
be out for revenge, for they well re- will be present tonight to show the
member last year's game, with star younger terpsichorean devotees that
pitcher Ray Patton limiting the Coast they aren't the only ones that can
Guarders to eight scattered hits, while swing it. This dance will be the most
the big siege guns of Mickey Kobro- heavily attended affair that Trin has
sky, Bobby O'Malley, and Bill Kelly, seen in many a year. Each house as
boomed out three hits apiece from the well as the neutral body will be well
fourteen-blow total to give the slender represented.
Trinity hurler an easy 15-2 triumph.
All the committeemen have bids
Then, three days later, the W orceswhich they will be more than glad to
ter Tech aggregation will play host
sell at $5 per couple. Stags will be
to Coach Dan Jessee's bat-wielders.
admitted for $2 after midnight.
Conquerors of the Tech outfit for two
Dancing will last from 10 p. m. to
successive years, the Hilltoppers will
3 a.m.
be out to make it three in a row when
the umpire calls, "Play Ball" at 3
Committee and Patronesses
o'clock.
The members of the Committee are
The Williams Ephmen roll into
town on Thursday, May 12, and they, Herbert Vinick, Hartford, Conn., and
too, will be out to boot home a triple- Brayton A. Porter, Jr., West Hartwinner over the Blue and Gold. Two ford (Co-Chairmen); Dudley J. Clapp,
years ago, with Harry Stevens pitch- Wethersfield; Charles LeFevre, Landsing six-hit ball for the Purple, Trinity downe, Pa.; John P. Merrill, West
met its first shut-out of the season, Hartford; E. Townsend Wroth, Hagoing down to defeat 5-0. Last year gerstown, Md.; Beekman Budd, Scarsat Williamstown, with a lineup that dale, N. Y.; Alfred W. Driggs, Jr.,
boded ill for the Ephmen, the Trinity East Hartford; Henry H. Keane,
players fell apart, and Williams un- Hartford; and Edward L. Smith,
mercifully pounded the offerings of Hartford.
Patrons a.nd patronesses include:
two Hilltoppers to walk off with an
President and Mrs. Remsen B. Ogilby,
unconvincing 15-7 victory.
Coach Jessee's probable selection Dean and Mrs. Thurman L. Hood,
for the pitching assignment against Professor and Mrs. Edward F.
the Coast Guard is Bill Kelly, leaving Humphrey, Professor and Mrs. Gus"Twinkletoes" Morris for the W orces- tave Kleene, Professor and Mrs.
ter game, and then having the choice Harotune Dadourian, Professor and
of either pitcher for the crucial Wil- Mrs. Henry A. Perkins, Professor and
liams test. The lineup will probably Mrs. Edward L. Troxell, Professor ancl
be: Rihl, catcher; Morris, first base; Mrs. James A. N otopoulos, Profesi!IOl'
Captain O'Malley, second base; Jack- and Mrs. Carl L. Altmaier, Profess&!.~
son, shortstop; Shelly, third base; and Mrs. Charles E. Cunningham, Mr.
Capobianco, left field; Barnewall, cen- and Mrs. Daniel E. Jessee, and Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Trevithick.
ter field; and Lapac, right field.
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ERNEST WILLIAM SCHIRM
The recent death of Ernest William Schirm, '39, has moved us
deeply, we who knew him at college. The death of any youth
just beginning to live is always sad. We feel, however, that those
who knew and loved him may draw some measure of consolation
from the courage of this boy and from the gallant way in which
he lived and died.

-----------------

THE TASK OF EDUCATION
(In accordance with the policy of the Alumni Issues, we present two guest editorialists, the first of whom is Robert B.
O'Connor, '16, of the architectural firm of Morris & O'Connor,
New York City.-The Editors.)
It may well be asked in a period of such confusion and conflict as we are going through today, "What is the task of education?" We who are connected with Trinity College either as
students, alumni, or officers, may also ask ourselves whether a
liberal arts college like our own is equipped to make a real contribution toward meeting this task.
A recent report of the Carnegie Foundation refers to education
as consisting in a perception of the meanings and relationships
between ideas and the marshaling of one's emotional forces behind ideas in proportion as they are true and important. That
education has not succeeded in bringing mankind to this state of
mind needs hardly be stated. But I think that the trouble lies
not so much in the content as in the emotional atmosphere of
€ducation, and so far as colleges are concerned, I believe that a
small liberal arts institution has frequently offered and does now
offer much that is difficult to get in the larger universities. The
latter realize this situation, for they have sought, by dividing
their undergraduate bodies into smaller colleges, to bring within
the synthetic grasp of the individual student the myriad cultural
influences that they embrace.
In another way a university education has moved nearer to
the ideal of the liberal arts college. The disjointed system of
semester credits1 is rapidly giving way to the comprehensive
examination, in which the criterion is the breath and availability
of knowledge rather than the accumulation of a series of numerical grades. It has always been the aim of colleges like Trinity
that their students should go into life with a permanent and
available fund of general knowledge rather than that they should
become experts in a highly specialized field. The ideal may have
frequently fallen far short of accomplishment, and the comprehensive examination is undoubtedly an advance in technique, but
the ideal has been there and it has added to the cultural tradition
which has surrounded our student life.
It seems strange in an age that gives its reverence so wholeheartedly to Science that we fail to apply obvious lessons which
it should have taught us. Our civilization has proceeded apparently on the theory that life can be spli~ up into carefully isolated
specialties, •SO that if perfect functwnmg can be brought about
within each little test-tube, supreme harmony must result. Yet
biological science should certainly hav~ taught us that specia~i~a
tion spells ultimate death the moment It proceeds at the sacrifice
of flexibility. Again, we have assumed that if a thing was good
of itself indefinite multiplication added indefinitely to its virtues fo~getting that in physics the maximum application of any
fore~ is never its optimum application. In these very important
respects, the ideal of the liberal arts colle~e is being_ justified,
because human life is a whole, and balance Is as essential a characteristic of it as its inter-dependence.
Trinity College has the priceless advantage not only of the
high tradition of a small liberal arts college, but also of its loca-

tion in Hartford and Connecticut. The city exemplifies as well
as any in the country that ideal of balance which is vital to the
survival of our civilization. Balance is a quality of mind. lt is
seen in the dissemination of cultural advantages among all classes
of those who contribute to industrial efficiency. It is seen in the
development of museums, of music for every man, of public .Parks
and playgrounds, of wild life reservations, alongside of factories
whose renown is world-wide. It is seen again in the cooperation
of management and labor, and in the availability to the consumer
of those savings which result from the modern dev·elopment of
public utilities.
All these things exist at Trinity's very door, imperfect and
halting to be sure, but the quality of mind which gives them form
creates as well an emotional atmosphere on which we can draw.
We on our side contribute sensibly to the quality of the city.
There is much more that we can do, just as there is much more
that we can gain by the relationship. In times like these we
need only too much to take stock of our equipment and the goal
toward which we aim. In doing so, we must inevitably appreciate the advantages which our size, our location, and our tradition
bestow upon us. It is therefore more definitely incumbent upon
us to make of those advantages the more perfect instrument which
the maladies of our contemporary civilization demand.
THE PLEASURES OF IMPERTINENCE
(The second of our guest editorialists is Richardson L. Wright,
'10, Editor of "House and Garden'', and the author of many books
on gardening.-The Editors.)
To fire squibs at the fixed stars of the firmament, to belittle
genius (except it be their own pet god), to rebel against categorical ukases, to assume the attitude summed up in that perfectly
swell and vulgar phrase, "Sez you", are among the indulgences
of the undergraduate.
They are, depending on how you look
at them, either the marks of a questioning and, consequently, a
questing mind, or they should be classed as the pleasures of
impertinence.
For many it is enough that these pleasures are permitted them
through the four years of a college education. They are satisfied,
once the dignity of graduation is assumed, to lay them aside as
childish toys. It is appalling with what swiftness the faculty for
impertinence becomes atrophied when a man plunges into the
swift current of competitive living. He soon finds it easier to
swim with the stream. "Sez you" becomes merely the faint echo
of happiness far away and long ago.
Now there are pleasures to be derived from impertinence, and
I believe a man can and should enjoy them through life.
The miniature desk dictionary in the country study where I
write these paragraphs defines impertinence as insolence, sauciness, intrusiveness, the act of being absurd, out of place and not
to the point. Further along I discover that to be intrusive is to
force oneself in.
It is obvious that no man wants to go through life insolently or
with a chip eternally on his shoulder and his thumb to his nose, but
I am not so sure that to be out of place occasionally, to be absurd,
to come to points by circuitous routes rather than directly and to
force oneself into a world where he is least expected aren't commendable virtues capable of producing pleasure.
Intellectual poaching on posted grounds, the winding road, the
faculty for appearing out of order when all others seem "regular",
each brings its own compensation.
As William Blake said,
"There's a joy in being mad that only mad men know." There's
also a joy in being sane in your own way. It is the joy of the
free individual or, if you want to express it otherwise, the joy of
higher egotism.
I am moved to take up this quixotic lance for egotism because
the world, from my point of view, has become so sharply divided
into two distinct camps.
Either you are passionately for or
against the causes over which our alleged civilization is worrying
itself thin-fascism, capitalism, nationalism, communism, democracy, cosmopolitanism, more men in colleges, fewer men in colleges, Romanism, Protestantism, Latin and Greek or banish the
Classics, C. I. 0. or open shop. Today a man is literally backed up
against a wall and asked "Yes?" or "No'?" The free individual,
the higher egotist, with a rash contempt for consequences, should
be able to answer, "Sez you?"
Why should it be everlastingly demanded of us that we take
sides? That we shoulder banners and march shouting through
life? That we be rushed into violent enthusiasms for or against
causes?
Perhaps some day we may discover that the higher egotismthe concern for one's soul, for private property, for free enterprise, the quiet love for one's native land-are the very kernel,
and not the stumbling-block, of a wider humanity. Then, again,
we may not.
This problem I leave in your laps. It is capable of arousing
endless controversy .... Meantime my wife has come in and said
that the Daffodils must be weeded now. I bow before the marital
ukase. I lay aside my higher egotism. I dare not be impertinent
- I go to weed Daffodils.
XAIRE, SIRENS
The onward-moving finger of time again prompts us to take
pen in hand and endeavor to give fitting greeting to the horde of
prom-trotters which has descended upon Trinitatem for the
Spring Ball week-end.
0 Daughters of the Moon and Sisters of the Sun, make the
most of these few short hours which you are privileged to spend
at this venerable institution. Hoard preciously these fleeting moments, for a Trinity Spring Ball is an honor rarely bestowed upon
the same girl twice. Nor do we choose to elaborate upon this
last statement.
Ours is not a shambling mass of architectural conglomeration; the campus is small and compact. But in it are spots not
to be missed. Our chapel's Gothic lines that stream from its
glimmering mass upwards into the infinity of night, the swaying
network of shadows and of light wrought by the moon and the
elms upon the campus grass, the silvery scales of Northam's greenrusty turrets which glint beneath the moon as it dodges the fleece
of clouds-these are memories which you should treasure and
retain when you take your tearful leave.
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COMMUNICATIONS
To the Editor of the Tripod:
People always wonder what happens
1to a graduate after a couple of years.
I left Trinity (honorably ) in June,
1935. I've been back quite a number
of times since for football games,
proms, etc., and hope to be able to
continue this in the future. I hate
to think of losing contact with 'Neath
the Elms and many other things
which were very dear to me in the
four years spent at Trin.
Prexy was down for a vacation in
March. We had a few "reunions"
and managed to get in a day's game
fishing together. I sent some pictures of him fishing back to Trinity.
I trust that he won't sue me.
I have been here a little over a
year now. My job is with the Bermuda Government. I am Assistant
Secretary of the above organization
which is the department dealing with
the tourist trade, and a thousand and
one other things. My job, however,
is two-fold. The other side is that
of Sports Director. Both angles are
very pleasant, bUit it isn't all play. The
grass usually looks greener on the
other side of the fence. But taking
all in all Bermuda is a pretty nice
little place.
If any of you get a chance to come
down, do drop in at the office. We
can do a little game fishing, golf, or
tennis. Extend that invitation to
any of the fellows at Trinity.
Best regards to any old friends
up that way.
Sincerely,
TERRY MOWBRAY, '35.
Bermuda Trade Development Board,
Commerce Building,
Hamilton, Bermuda.

**
To the Editor of the Tripod:
Lack of available data precludes
t he possibility of sending you something on the subject "Tennis at Trinity" for the Alumni issue. The history
of tennis at college is too outstanding to permit of any but authentic
details regarding our nationallyknown prominent players and their
achievements or of even passing
along anecdotes, which I imagine are
more or less what you have in mind,
but which, as you know, are much
more easily told than written.
I do know, however, that in "the
good old days" our tennis representation, whether playing in the Intercollegiates or other matches, were
imbued with the spirit of carrying on,
as best they could, to attain the goal
gained by our predecessors when the
title of "Intercollegiate Champions"
was held by Trinity. To win back
that title was definitely our objective
and I can but assume that the tennis
men ,a t college today, have that same
objective firmly in mind, whether in
practice or in match play. They certainly ought to, for that is something
decidedly worthwhile to shoot at, and
that objective should actuate our men
on the court during the outdoor and
indoor seasons in their playing
through the summer months and
throughout their undergraduate life.
To those directly or indirectly responsible for bringing the Intercollegiates to Trinity this year, our
graduates should be and are grateful
and the progress of the matches will
be followed with unusual interest. It
may well be ;that among the four to
five hundred undergraduates our
magnetic President has gathered
about him, there is a champion in the
making, right now, but whether or
not this is true this year I hope the
players, and the student body by its
loyal and enthusiastic support of our
entries will cause the college to become tennis minded and hold fast to
"Our Objective" of bringing that title
back to Trinity and, if necessary,
hand down that "Password" to those
who follow until the goal is reached.
Cordially,
DUDLEY C. GRAVES, '98.
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1937-1938 DONATIONS
TO THE ALUMNI FUND
Class of 1875:
The Hon. Joseph Buffington
Grenville Kane
Class of 1877:
William G. Mather
Edward M. Scudder
Class of 1880:
Edward D. Appleton
FrankL. Wilcox
Frederick P. Wilcox
Class of 1882:
Rev. Charles W. Coit
Charles Z. Gould
Charles E. Hotchkiss
Frederick P. Marble
James R. Strong
Rev. Samuel N. Watson
Class of 1883:
George Greene
Rev. J. Frederick! Sextoln
Rev. WilliamS. Short
Hobart W. Thompson
Frank D. Woodruff
Class of 1884:
Prof. Charles M. Andrews
Rev. WilliamS. Barrows
William C. Deming, M.D.
William H. Hitchcock
Frank E. Johnson
Lawson Purdy
Frank W. Richardson
Frank F. Russell
Rev. Edgar L. Sanford
Class of 1885:
Sidney T. Miller
Frank F. Russell
Class of 1886:
George E. Beers
Prof. Clarence G. Child
Class of 1887:
Rev. William A. Beardsley
Rev. G. Calvert Carter
Martyn K. Coster
Albert C. Hamlin
Howard A. Pinney
Rev. Francis B. Whitcomb
Class of 1888:
Prof. Henry M. Belden
Rev. Godfrey M. Brinley
Dr. John T. Carpenter, Jr.
Louis W. Downes
John P. Elton
William B. Goodwin
WilliamS. Hubbard, M.D.
Richard M. Hurd
Charles E. Purdy
Class of 1889:
Rev. Arthur C. Chase
Rev. E'd ward T. Sullivan
Class of 1980:
Rev. H. Hobart Barber
R. MeClelland Brady
Col. W. E. A. Bulkeley
E. Brainerd Bulkley
Rev. Thomas A. Conover
Rev. Anton T. Gesner
Clifford S. Griswold
John B. McCook, M.D.
Rev. Guy W. Miner
The Rev. William Pressey
Rev. Geo. Winthrop Sargent
Class of 1891:
John B. Burnham
George N. Hamlin
Edward R. Lampson, M.D.
Rev. Charles N. Shepard
The Rev. Chas. Herbert:IYoung
Class of 1892:
Thomas McKean
Isaac D. Russell
James A. Turnbull
Class of 1893:
Robert P. Bates
Charles A. Lewis
Luke V. Lockwood
Rev. William P. Niles
Class of 1894:
Howard Greenley
Charles F. Weed
Class of 1895 :
Charles Gallagher
The Rev. S. Harrington Littell
Hon. Philip J. MeCook
Very Rev. John M. McGann
Class of 1896:
John F. Forwru:-d
Rev. George F. Langdon
William S. Langford
Charles H. Street
Philip C. Washburn, M.D.
Class of 1897:
Rev. William Curtis White
Class of 1898:
William M. Austin
Leonard A. Ellis
Lloyd G. Reynolds
Charles G. Woodward

THE TRINITY TRIPOD
THE ALUMNI FUND
Class Agents are to be commended for the good work they
have done this season in adding
123 new names to the list of
Alumni Fund donors. There are,
however, 163 of last year's contributors who have not sent us checks
this season!
Up to the present time we have
received a total of $3,200.75 from
372 persons. In order to carry
out the plans of the Alumni Fund
Council, it will be necessary to
increase the Fund greatly before
Commencement. As a reminder of
the usefulness of the Alumni Fund,
we SJtate again the projects it will
undertake this season:
1-Lights for the practice football field.
2-Loans for Seniors.
3-Campus improvements.
4-0ffice and reunion expenses.
5-Field house fund.
ALUMNI SECRETARY.

NEW YORK CLUB OFFERS
PRIVILEGES TO ALUMNI
Alpha Delta Phi Club Asks for
Ten Dollars Annual Dues
if Fifty Men Join
The New York Association of the
Alumni of T'r inity College, which has
been looking around for a club willing to give Trinity men club privileges, has announced that the Alpha
Delta Phi Club, 136 West 44th Street,
New York City, has offered to Trinity
men the privileges of the club at an
annual charge of dues of ten dollars
per man provided fifty Trinity men
join.
The committee that had been appointed to look into the situation surveyed the field very carefully and reported that there was only one proposition to consider. A poll is being
made at present of all members of the
New York Association, and it will be
announced in the near future whether
the offer of the Alpha Delta Phi Club
will be accepted.

••

Class of 1899:
Frederic S. Bacon
Reuel A. Benson, M.D.
Rev. Cranston Bren:ton
William H. Eaton
Francis H . Glazebrook, M.D.
Rev. Charles B. Hedrick
Elton G. Littell, M.D.
Rt. Rev. Frank A. McElwain
Victor F. Morgan
Adrian H. Onderdonk
Prof. Daniel H. Vedder
Class of 1900:
Frank T. Baldwin
Lieut. Col. John K. Clement
Robert J. Fagan
David B. Jewett, M.D.
Edwin P. Taylor, Jr.
Class of 1901: ,
Martin W. Clement
Harold H. Rudd
James Albert Wales
Class of 1902:
Joseph B. Crane
Edward Goodridge
Rev. James Henderson
WilliamS. Hyde
Edward H. Lorenz
Rev. John W. Walker
Class of 1903:
Karl Fenning
William Larchar
Henry L. G. Meyers
S. St. John Morgan
Class of 1904:
Rev. Frederick B. Bartlett
Theodore N. Denslow
Frank H. Ensign
Class of 1905:
Charles Francis Clement
Robert LeRoy Eaton
Rt. Rev. W. Biair Roberts
Class of 1906:
Henry G. Barbour, M.D.
Garrett D. Bowne, Jr.
Clifton C. Brainerd
Hill Burgwin
Robert P. Butler
Philip E. Curtiss
Everett S. Fallow
Rev. Dwight W. Graham
Walter T. Grange
Austin D. Haight
Frederi·c k C. Hinkel, Jr.
Owen Morgan
ViCJtor E. Rehr
Thomas T. Weeks
Class of 1907:
Rev. Gerald A. Cunningham
Rev. Raymond Cunningham
Charles V. Ferguson
Class of 1908:
Saul Berman
Louis S. Buths
James K. Edsall
Thomas B. Myers
Thomas M. Phillips
H. Irving Skilton
Class of 1909:
Clinton J. Backus
Rev. Paul H. Barbour
William S. Buchanan
Corwin M. Butterworth
Paul M. Butterworth
Robert M. Cadman
Walter E. Claussen
Michael A. Connor
Alexander W. Creedon
Leonard J. Dibble
William Dwyer, M.D.
Frederiek T. Gilbert

On Wednesday, April 13, the Trinity Uptown Luncheon Group of New
York City gave James Wales, Jr., a
dinner at the Hotel Shelton in New
York. Mr. Wales was married in
the College Chapel on April 20 to
Miss Shirley Copeland. Those present at the New York dinner included,
besides the guest of honor: Dick
Wales, brother of James, Hoffman
Benjamin, Stan Fisher, Bill Warner,
Don Snowden, Gardner Boothe, Bill
Angus, and Keith Funston.
Kru:-1 W. Hallden
Lewis G. Harriman
Harry I. Maxson
Frank C. Rich
Rev. Paul Roberts
Class of 1910:
Raymond C. Abbey
George C. Capen
JohnR.Cook
Harold C. Green
William J. Nelson
William G. Oliver
Ewald E . Olsson, M.D.
John H. T. Sweet, Jr.
Jerome P. Webster, M.D.
Class of 1911:
William G. Berman
Reginald Burbank, M.D.
Walter M. Farrow
Levi P. M. Hickey
Harold C. Jaquith
Paul H. Taylor
Class of 1912:
C. Edwin Blake
W. Redmond Curtis
Thomas F. Flanagan
Paul F. Herrick
Walter A. Jamieson
K. Maxwell Kendall
Clarence I. Penn
Erwin Rankin
Raymond H. Segur
Harry Wessels
Class of 1913:
William P. Barbour, Jr.
Thomas G. Brown
Kenneth B. Case
Naaman Cohen
Allan B. Cook
Guy C. Heather
Alfred J. L'Heureux
Walter S. Marsden
Arthur F. Peaslee
Robert W. Thomas
Eliot L. Ward
Class of 1914:
Edwin M. Barton
George C. Burgwin, Jr.
Louis 0. deRonge
Raymond H. Dexter
Arthur F. G. Edgelow, M.D.
LeoJ. Noonan
Archibald W. Walker
Class of 1915:
Bertram B. Bailey
William E. Barnett
Smart Brand
Ogden D. Budd, Jr.
Walcott Chapin
Rev. Samuel H. Edsall
Maurice L. Furnivall
Ernest H. Geyer
Howard R. Hill
Louis F. Jefferson
Ronald E. Kinney
Rev. J. Archibald Mitchell
Mark E. O'Connell
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One Hundred Twelfth Commencement
FRATERNITY DAY-FRIDAY. JUNE 17:
4.00 p.m. School of Experience, auspices of 1913; in the Chemistry
Auditorium.
6.15 p.m. Alumni-Faculty Dinner in the Dining Hall.
8.00 p.m. Stated Meeting of the Corporation. Chemistry Building
Library.
8.30 p. m. Fraternity Reunions.
CLASS DAY-SATURDAY, JUNE 18:
7.30 to 9.30 a.m. Cafeteria open for breakfast.
9.00 a.m. Morning Prayer conducted by the Rev. William Northey
Jones, '88; in the Crypt Chapel.
9.30 a. m. Annual Meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa. Economics Room.
9.30 a.m. Annual Meeting of the Board of Fellows. Latin Room.
10.00 a. m. Stated Meeting of the Corporation. In the Lounge.
10.30 a.m. Class Day Exercises. The Campus.
11.30 a. m. Annual Meeting of the Alumni Association. The Auditorium.
1.00 p. m. Alumni Luncheon in the Dining Hall.
2.00 p. m. Swimming Pool open. Tennis Courts available.
3.00 p. m. Refreshments under the T'e nt.
5.00 to 7.00 p. m. The President's Reception at the President's House.
7.00 p.m. Class Dinners.
7.00 p.m. 1823 Dinner in the Dining Hall.
8.00 p. m. Informal Gathering under the Tent.
BACCALAUREATE SUNDAY-JUNE 19:
7.30 to 9.00 a. m. Cafeteria open for breakfast.
9.30 a.m. Holy Communion.
11.00 a.m. Open Air Service.
12.30 p. m. Lunch in the Dining Hall.
4.00 p.m. Carillon Recital. The President.
5.00 p. m. Vesper Service. The Chapel.
5.30 p.m. Organ Recital. Clarence E. Watters, M. Mus.
6.30 p. m. Dinner in the Dining Hall.
8.00 p. m. Evening Prayer with Baccalaureate Sermon.
The Right
Reverend W. Appleton Lawrence, D.D., Bishop of Western
Massachusetts.
COMMENCEMENT DAY-MONDAY, JUNE 20:
to 9.00 a. m. Breakfast in the Cafeteria.
a.m. Morning Prayer. North Chapel.
a.m. Academic Procession forms on the Campus.
a. m. One Hundred Twelfth Commencement. The Chapel. Address
by Professor G. A. Kleene, retiring head of Economics Depart;.
ment.
1.00 p. m. Lunch in the Dining Hall.

7.30
9.00
10.00
10.30

Rev. Bertram L. Smith
Class of 1916:
Samuel Berkman
Alvord B. Churchill
James L. Cole
Victor F. DeNezzo
F. Wyllltt Elder
Norton Ives
Rev. Frank Lambert
Clarence A. Mleyer
Robert S. Morris
Edward A. Niles
Robert B. O'Connor
Erhard C. Schmitt
Charles B. Spofford, Jr.
Elmer S. Tiger
Class of 1917:
Allen Northey Jones
John S. Kramer
Arthur Rabinovitz
Class of 1918:
Henry S. Beers
Joseph Buffington, Jr.
David Gaberman, M.D.
John McK. Mitchell, M.D.
LouisNoU
Lispenard B. Phister
Melville Shulthiess
Class of 1919:
Clinton B. F. Brill
Edward M. Finesilver, M.D.
Class of 1920:
Nelson F. Adkins
WilliamJ. Cahill ,
FrankR.Fox
JackW. Lyon
Rev. Phillips B. Warner
Class of 1921:
Moses J. Neiditz
Rollin M. Ransom
Class of 1922:
Wilson G. Brainerd
James K. Callaghan
Bert 0. Gable, Jr.
John B. Cunningham
Francis S. Freed
Morton D. Graham
Joseph B. Hurwitz
Glover Johnson
Frederic T. Tansill
Class of 1923:
Charles W. Hallberg
Stevenson W. Webster
Class of 1924:
Israel Beatman, M.D.
Thomas J. Birmingham
Charles E. Cuningham
Roger R. Eastman
Randolph Goodridge
Class of 1925:
Isidore S. Geeter, M.D.

Raymond A. Montgomery
Thomas A. Shannon, Jr.
Howard R. Washburn
Samuel C. Wilcox
Class of 1926:
Stimpson Hubbard
Moses D. Lischner, M.D.
':lass of 1927:
James M. Cahill
Frederick J. Eberle
George C. Glass, Jr.
Class of 1928:
Gharles G. Jackson, Jlil.D.
A. Henry Moses
Rev. William D. Orr
Class of 1929:
Lyman B. Brainerd
Rev. George D. Hardman
Class of 1930:
Adam F. Knurek
John N. Macinnes
Rev. Edward T. Taggard
J . Ronald Regnier
Class of 1931:
Ralph D. Britton
Howard D. Doolittle
Arthur V. R. Luther
George A. Mackie
Sheldon Roots
Robert 0. Muller
Class of 1932:
William A. Boeger, Jr.
Samuel Bronstein
Thomas Burgess, Jr.
William A. Carlton
James 0. Carson, Jr.
G. Keith Funston
Rev. William Kib~tz
Harris K. Prior
T. Robert Stumpf
Richard G. Williams
Class of 1933:
John T. Campion
Joseph R. Frothingham
Charles A. Pratt, Jr.
Rev. J . Jack Sharkey
Gharles M. Sheafe, III
Robert W. Thayer
Lewis A. Wadlow, Jr.
Thomas S. Wadlow
Class of 1934:
James E. Baldwin
William R. Basch
Harold R. Bayley
William H . Benjamin
Charles 0. Bierkan
Hyman H. Bronstein
Nathaniel T. Clark
Edgar H. Craig
(Continued on page 7.).
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Class of 1913 to Continue
Educational Program
Begun Last Year

+·-·----·-·---·--·-·-·-·---..-·-····-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·--·-·--·-·-·-·+ Shepard Wins Pulitzer Award

W. B. BARBER CHAIRMAN
Open Forum Will Follow Talks
by Alumni Prominent in
Varied Fields
The Trinity Alumni School of Experience, innovated last year by the
Class of 1912, will be held for the
second time by the Class of 1913 in a
program to be held in the Auditorium
of the Chemistry Laboratory on Friday, June 17, at 4 o'clock.
Dr. Ogilby will open the ceremonies
and will introduce William P. Barber,
'13, as chairman. The speakers, all
of this particular class, will include
Mr. Robert W. Thomas, Jr., VicePresident of the Orient Insurance
Company, on "Opportunities in Insurance"; Mr. Allan B. Cook, a member
of Dick & Merle Smith, Investment
Securities, on "Marketing Securities";
Arthur F. Peaslee, President of
Arthur Peaslee, Inc., on "The Building Industry"; and Alfred J. L'Heureux, member of Morgan & Lockwood,
Attorneys, on "A Lawyer's View of
Corporation Problems."
All Trinity alumni, the faculty,
undergraduates, friends of the graduating class, and other friends of the
college are invited.
The program,
ranging as it does from insurance to
law, and from the legal profession to
the building industry, covers a wide
field of pr ofessions which are of undoubted interest to many of the seniors graduating this year. It is de, signed to give practical information
to these men who are so soon themselves to embark upon various and,
in many cases, similar channels o:£
livelihood.
The speeches should b~
of interest to the remainder of the
audience in that it will undoubtedly
touch extensively upon current economic and political problems. Eacli
talk will be followed by an open forum
in which the audience will be invited
to participate.
The m eeting will be followed by
dinner at ·6.15 for the Alumni, the fac~
ulty, members of the graduating class
and their Commencement guests, and
friends of the college, to be held iri
the college dining hall.

OFFICE NEWS
The President and the Alumni
Secretary are going on a trip through
the West, their first stop being
Pittsburgh, where there will be an
Alumni meeting on Tuesday, May 17~
On Wednesday they will be in Cleve~
land, where they will stay with Mrl.
William G. Mather. On the 19th thef
will be in Detroit and on the 20th in
Chicago. On Friday morning Dt.
Ogilby will speak at the Chicago
Latin School. That evening ther~
will be a Trinity Alumni dinner. On
Saturday Dr. Ogilby will attend a
meeting of the Harvard Association
and on Sunday he will preach a1t Sil.
Chrysostom's Church in Chicago. t

••

On Sunday evening, June 5, the
boys' choir of St. Thomas' Church,
New York, is coming up to Hartford
to give a musical service in the college chapel at half-past five. D ~.
Roelif H. Brooks, '00, rector of th~
parish, and Dr. T. Tertius Noble, who
received the degree of Doctor of
Music at Trinity in 1926, will come
up with the choir. They will leave
New York in a special car attached
to the two o'clock train on Sunday
and after supper the boys and men
of the choir will be entertained at
dinner in the college dining hall, r~
turning to New York that night. t

**

The Rev. L. L. Scaife, '31, was
ordained to the priesthood at St.
Paul's School, Concord, New Hampshire, by Bishop Dallas on Tuesday,
May 3.·•

ARTHUR F. PEASLEE
Artthur F. Peaslee, the son of Frank
Daniel and Alice Marble (Chase)
Peaslee, was born in Plaistow, N. H.,
on March 9, 1893. He was a student
at Hartford PubJi.c High School during
1905-1909, and, upon graduating, he
entered Trinity College, where he
remained for two years. He gained
his degree of B. S. from the Massa~husetts
Institute of Technology
three years later in 1914.
He next procured a posiltion as civil
engineer with the Hartford Water
Board during 1914-1915 and then
moved on to Fred T. L~y Company
for the years 1916-1917 and 19201921. New York City next became
the scene of his engineering activities; here he worked during 1921-23.
Returning to Hartford, he went
into business as A. F. Peaslee, builder.
for 1923-27, and has been P:resident
of A. F. Peaslee, Inc., since 1927. H e.
is also Presidenlt of Peaslee &
Wheeler, Inc.
During the war he served as a1
lieutenant C. E. C., U.S. Navy, froiilj
1917 to 1920. He married Anita Clark,
of Hartford, Conn., on June 4, 1921,
and has three children, David Chase,
Marcia, and Stephen Clark. He is a·
member of the Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity and is a Congregationalist. His
clubs include University, Hartford
Golf, Tech (Hartford), Tech (Ne'W
York).

...

PREP SCHOOL TEACHERS
MEET DURING WEEK-END

for Work on Life of
Bronson Alcott

Faculty Members Give Talk on
Education as Many Alumni
Return for Conference

BOOK'S SECOND HONOR
Received Publisher's Prize 1936;
Actual Writing of Book Took
Only Six Weeks' Work

Saturday, April 30-The annual
conferences of the Trinity College
preparatory school teachers was held
today on the Trinity Campus. Most
of the alumni members arrived Friday
night, and the interesting program
was well attended as sever.al of the
college faculty gave rtalks on various
phases of preparatory education.
Professor Oosting gave a short lecture on the value of athletics in
schooling, followed by a talk by Dean
Hood on the difficulties of the freshALFRED J. L'HEUREUX
man year in college. Dean Hood
expressed the belief that schools must
Alfred J. L'Heureux, '13, is now a
replace home life in many cases.
member of Morgan & Lockwood, AtThere is a growing tendency for
educational leaders to support this torneys. When at Trinity, he was
view as the freshman takes increas- elected to the Sophomore Dining Club,
ing liberties with his comparatively Sophomore Smoker Committee, and
untethered existence in college. Pro- the Captaincy of the Baseball Team.
fessor Hutt of the Psychology Depart- He was also a member of the Phi
ment concluded tthe morning program
Gamma Delta Fraternity.
with a short discussion of the many
Following his graduation he coached
phases of psychology in education.
at
the Newman School in Hackensack,
After lunching in the College Dining Hall, most of the members at- N. J., and studied law at the New
tended athletic contests including a York University. In 1917, after the
track meet and a baseball game. declaration of war upon Germany, he
Following an informal dinner a.t 6.30,
became a candidate for a commission
Dr. Ogilby gave a very effective talk
at
Madison Barracks, N. Y., and was
concerning punishments, fair and un- '
fai r, in the school system. Dr. Myers shortly afterwards commissioned a
closed the formal meeting with a tall . Second Lieutenant and assigned to
on the new Linguistics course instithe 78th Division, Camp Dix, New ·
tuted this year in the College, and
Jersey.
In August, 1917, he was '
the entire group took part in a genpromoted
to First Lieutenant, and he
eral discussion on educational prob-1
!ems before adjourning.
embarked with his Division for overGuests of the College over thef seas service. He was promoted to a
week-end included A. M. Langford,, Captaincy in July, 1918, and a month
'97, Dean of Peddie School in Hights-' later to the post of Major. In April,
town, N. J.; S. W. Webster, '24; R .l 1919, he was made a LieutenantW. Thayer, '33; A. V. Luther, '32;1 Colonel.
G. A. Hey, '29; Joel I. Brooke, '37;
After the war he received citations
Rev. G. D. Hardman, '29; H. H. R .i from Commanding-General James H. '
Senftleben, '36; H. W. Gleason, '24;i MacRae, General John J. Pershing,!
F. A. Carlton, '32; R. I. McKee, '36;1 and Hon. Woodrow Wilson, President
D. A. Dumont, '34; J. G. Merriam, '34.1 of the United States.

.
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MOMENTOUS CRUISE OF THE KARL,UK IN NOVA
SCOTIAN WATERS RELATED BY ROY 'HANNA,
By Roy W. Hanna, Jr., '35
Twice in the past two summers it
has been my good fortune to go on a
cruise to the Labrador with Mn
George G. Williams of Farmington.
This Spring, as June draws near, I
join with the captain and the rest of
the crew in anticipation and preparar
tion for yet another, the "steenth'!
for them, and for me the third.
,
Flattered by Alumni Secretary
Tom Wadlow's request for a few lines
descriptive of a Labrador voyage, ~
comply, on condition that I don't hav~
to tell anything about my first trip in
1936 when the Wadlow's ketch or
yawl (I fcrget which) happened tc;>
anchor alongside us our first night
out, in Northeast Harbor, nor about
how I, a green hand, did my best to
converse in seamanly lingo with thos~
salt-crusted Wadlow boys · after they
had taken me ashore to-well, where
would a couple of good Philadelphians
take a friend?
l
Therefore I confine myself to a
modest account of last summer's trip,
one of the Karluk's most notable, in
that she traveled more miles than she
ever had before, and penetrated farther north than she ever will again.
As Jim Fry, the Newfoundlander, ably
expressed it when we came to anchor
in Northeast Harbor on our return
to the coast of Maine last October,
"This one is after seeing more water
go over her than have gone under
thim yachts there, bhy."
The Karluk is a 40-foot cabin cruis.er with space to sleep for four, those
being Captain Williams, (for he go¥

his own captain and navigator), En.:
gineer Maynard Condon, Cook James
Fry, and Mis'able Seaman Roy Hannaj
Her two Sterling Petrels with their
combined horsepower of 360 can drive
the Karluk at 22 knots, but with our
heavy load of fuel and supplies, and
for the sake of less wear and longel,'
life, we consider ten or twelve knots
a good cruising speed, and giverl
twelve hours of fair sailing, our log
spins off a nice day's run. To complete the Karluk's measurements we
give you: draft, 3% feet, beam, 11% ~
headroom, plenty. She is as good
sea-boat as a power boat can 'be.
I
The Karluk spends her winter~
hauled up in Stow's Shipyard, Rockland, Maine.
Last year the Chief
had her launched, tuned up, and ready
to go by the 24th of June, so we
loaded our mountainous supply of provisions aboard and put her across
Penobscot Bay and down the coast ta
Mt. Desert Island, just an afternoon's
run. Instead of running on eastward
to Machias and crossing the Bay of
Fundy where it is narrower, we
r isked the 90-mile crossing from P etit
Manan Light and headed her straight
for Yarmouth, Nova Scotia. By the
time we had dropped the Maine shore
out of sight astern, the easterly breez~
had stiffened in several successive
squalls, and by blowing against the
strong Fundy tide, conspired with it
to raise a steep and n asty chop. The
seas, altogether unpredictable, seemed
to bat the little K~rluk from all sides
at once. Although she tried to escape them by flying over their crests

t

I

'~35'

and diving beneath the hollows, un~
fortunately she had to fight it out
on the surface.
Her pitching and
rolling played the old Harry with
everything stowed below and madEi
the helmsman's job a problem for 8f
few spare eyes and hands and extra
good sea-legs. The youngest member of the crew, between periods
when he demonstrated clearly that he
didn't care much one way or th!l
other, voiced the conviction that both
airplane and submarine travel were
infinitely superior to the mode of
transportation on trial at that time.
We did make Yarmouth, though\
and next morning had the pleasure of
shaping up a few things that had
been slapped askew, while comparing
notes with some fishermen who had
had an even rougher time of it. Our
captain declared it was the worst
beating he had ever taken in a power
boat.
We spent the next week dodging in
and out of little Nova Scotia harbors
whenever the fog lifted enough to let
us see a buoy a mile ahead.
We
called at Halifax to refuel and take
on our cook, Jim Fry, whom United
States immigration laws prevented
from signing on in Maine. He had
made a long trip by water and rail
from Newfoundland, and you may be
sure that the substitute cook was
glad to see him.
In our second week the Captain decided upon an innovation in our
course which distinguished last summer's voyage from all previous, and
(Continued on page 7.)

(Ccntinued from page 1.)
also essentially as idealistic. At the
present time we think of ourselves as
money-grubbers.
But Bronson Alcott saw that America was an idealistic place and he lived for his ideals
and ideas all his life.'
Professor
Shepard said he was 'much interested,
too, in the fact that this holy, this
intellectual and spiritual man should
be a product of Connecticut which for
about 100 years was the center of
American invention and factories'.''
.... " 'Writing is the hardest work in
the world,' Professor Shepard stated
with conviction, and, 'the work gets
harder as one goes on' because 'one
discovers new difficulties'."
On Tuesday morning the New York
Times printed the following biography
of Professor Shepard.
"Odell Shepard, who is a Professor
of English at Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., already had won the $5000
Centenary Prize for Biography offered last fall by Little, Brown &
Company for his account of the life
of Bronson Alcott, before its selection
of the Pulitzer award as a co-winner.
Born in Chicago
"Mr. Shepard was born in Chicago
on July 22, 1884, and after studymg
at Northwestern University and the
University of Chicago he briefly ent ered journalism as a reporter for the
Chicago Tribune. His lack of interest in a 'sordid' double murder in his
territory and his city editor's reaction
to this attitude turned hil!l to
academic pursuits.
"He has taught at several colleges
and universities, including Harvard,
Radcliffe and the University of Southern California, and also found time to
obtain his Ph. D. degree from Harvard
in 1916. He has been Goodwin Professor of English at Trinity since
1917. He won a fellowship for study
abroad from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation in 1927,
and in 1934-35 was an International
Research Fellow at the Huntington
Library.
"Dr. Shepard is an amateur photographer, a student of Plutarch, and
so enthusiastic a fisherman that he
once wrote a book ('Thy Rod and
Thy Creel') on his favorite sport."
His biography of Mr. Alcott, father
of Louisa May Alcott, author of
"Little Woman", was warmly received
by reviewers on its publication. In
the New York Times Book Review,
Henry Steele Commager said of ilt:
"It places Alcott, and all of his fine
faith, against the background of
American experience; it integrates
Alcott and his idealism with American
philosophy. It explains the past and
the present in terms of a man, the
invulnerable integrity, the shining
symmetry of whose life epitomized a
whole society."
Dr. Shepard is the author of "Thy
Rod and Thy Creel", "Bliss Carman,
A Study of His Poetry", "The Harvest of a Quiet Eye", "Joys of Forgetting", "Lore of the Unicorn",
"Shakespeare Questions", and "A
Lonely Flute."
Interviewed by Tripod
In an interview with a Tripod reporter on Tuesday afternoon, Dr.
Shepard stated that at present he i ~
under contract to write a book entitled, " L et Me Show You Connecticut", patterned after the two books
of the series already published, "Let
Me Show You Vermont" and "Let Me
Show You New Hampshire.'' He is
also editing a series of papers about
the late Professor Irving Babbitt,
former Head of the Frencli Depart(Continued on page 8.)
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SOCIAL FESTIVITIES
TO LURE 119 GUESTS
(Continued from page 1.)
was formerly held each year by the
chapter during the Junior Prom, but
since the Prom was no•!; held this
year it was postponed until now.
Delta Pihi, Sigma Nu, Alpha Delta
Phi, and Psi Upsilon will also hold
dances that night. The patronesses
at the other houses are for Psi Upsilon, Dr. and Mrs. Blanchard Means
of Hartford, Conn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond S. Pa tton, J r ., of Hartford,
Conn.; for Delta Phi, Mrs. Reynolds.
The festivilties will taper off somewhat on Sunday, which is the day of
recuperation. Most of the fraternities and their guests will probably
spend the day in an informal manner.
Alpha Delta Phi plans to hold a
picnic at Columbia Lake.
The following will be among the
guests of the various fraternities for
ttlie week-end festivities, listed according to fraternities.
Alpha Chi Rho:
The Misses Anne Holliday, Bayone, New J ersey; Dorothy Jane Bowman, Oxford, Ohio; Elizabeth Main,
Norwich, Conn.; Patricia Wallace,
New London, Conn.; Mary Walsh,
Wimetha, Illinois; Charlotte Kerler,
New York; Mary McCullough, Hartford, Conn.; Helen 'Breen, Bristol,
Conn.; Jean Anderson, Worcester,
Mass.; Ruth Junkers, Watertown .
Sout h Dakota; Nancy Woodward,
West Hartford, Conn.; Rulth Hazeltine, Winchester, Mass.; Rita Riley,
Greenwich, Conn.; Audrey Stemple,
West Hartford, Conn.; Louetta Mahoney, Hartford, Conn.; Edith Warner, Wethersfield, Conn.; Marjane
Cloak, Hollis, L. I.; Virginia Nichols,
Hewlett, L. I.; Evelyn McGill, Winchester, Conn.; Dorothy Pugh, Yardley, Pa.; Elizabeth Staples, Wellesley,
Mass.; Rulth Ann Brennan, West
Hartford, Conn.
Delta. Psi:
The Misses Christine Duncan, New
York, New York; Mary Hamilton Lee,
Baltimore, Maryland; Susanne Byron,
Hagerstown,
Maryland;
Barbara
Proctor, New York, New York; Barbara Bulley, Greenwich, Conn.; Edith
House, Farmington, Conn.; Charmaine Adams, Bridgeport, Conn.;
Eleanor Gleason, Cohassett, Mass.;
Shirley Runyon', Yonkers, New York;
Elise Keeney, New London, Conn. ;
Laura Cary, Farmington, Conn.; Lisa
Mitchell, New York, New York;
Barbara Cod man, Westport, Conn.
Alpha Delta Phi:
The Misses Anne Ryan, Fort Worth,
Texas; Virginia Solley, Washing\ton,
Conn.; Dorothy Woodward, West
Hartford, Conn.; Patricia Moore,
South Hadley, Mass.; Charlotte Buckley, Hartford, Conn.; Mary Alice
Andrews, West Hartford, Conn.;
Marian Semler, New York, New
York; Mary O'Neill, West Hartford,
Conn.; Peggy Kirk, West Hartford,
Conn.; Marjorie Parker, Hartford,
Conn.; Marjorie Sickles, New York,
New York; Eleanor Olson, Windsor,
Conn.
Psi Upsilon: '
The Misses Jane Matthews, Waban,
Mass.; Anne Farrel, Hartford, Conn.;
Mary Thompson, Portland, Maine;
Priscilla Pierce, Po11tsmouth, N. H.;
Betty Dowd, West Hartford, Conn.;

New York
Law School

Established 1891
REGIS'l1R.ATION NOW OPEN
FOR 1938-39
Morning Course, Three Years
Afternoon and Evening Courses,
Four Years
ALL COURSES LEAD TO DEGREE
OF LL.B.

THE DWI-GHT ME'.tHOD OF INSTRUCTION
Committed to the policy of small classes so
that each student may receive adequate
p·e rsonal attention and instruction.

For further infor:mation,
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addre~~s :.

Registrar, New York Law School,
63 Park Row, New York, N. Y ..
or telephone, BEekman 3-2552.

BALL CHAIRMAN

BRAYTON A. PORTER, '39
Phillips Hawkins, West Hartford,
Conn.; Leonore Reynolds, Manchester, N. H.; Marianne Hiller, Overbrook, Pa.; Marcia Ennis, Evanston,
Ill.; Fredericka McKaig, West Hartford, Conn.; Margery Tylee, West
Newton, Mass.; Mary Merrill, West
Hartford, Conn.
Sigma Nu:
The Misses Vivian Drexel, Wayne,
Pa.; Margaret Olmsted, East Hartford, Conn.; Jean Lewis, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Virginia Soule, West Halitford,
Conn.; Delores Holmgren, West Hartford, Conn.; Mary Myers, West
Hartford, Conn.; Jean Ellsworth,
Windsor, Conn.; Alberta Kardock,
Windsor, Conn.; Elsie Nelson, Wind·
sor, Conn.; Helen Hazard, Hartford,
Conn.; Gerry Spolune, Northampton,
Mass.; Helen Seiple, Northampton,
Mass.; Mickey Aninger, West Hartford, Conn.; Jean Buffington, Mt.
Holyoke, Mass.; Elizabeth Leonard,
Tolland, Conn.; Charlotte Sternberg,
New Haven, Conn; Dorothy Schutt,
Hartford, Conn.; Margaret Beardsley,
Helen Carlson, of West Hartford,
Conn.; and Sabrina Burr, Hartford,
Conn.
Delta Phi:
The Misses Marian Freeman,
Wheaton College; Dorothy Waley,
Wheaton College; Peggy Burlend,
New Haven, Conn.; Virginia Stenze,
West Hartford, Conn.; Mavtina Reynolds, New York, New York.

BALL CHAIRMAN
OFFICIAL NOTICE
The Committee on Administration desires to notify students 1that
the Faculty, at a meeting on Tuesday, April 19, 1938, voted that men
on probation may be allowed to take
part in certain exra-curricular
activ~ties under the direction of
the Committee on Administration.
To carry out this provision, the
Committee on Administration has
adopted the following regulations:
(1) That a student on probat ion may participate in extracurricular activities only by approval of the Comll.littee.
(2) That such a student may
participate in athletic activities
only on recommendation by a
member of the Physical Educaition
Department; and in any other
activity only on the recommendation of some member of the Faculty (ordinarily, the Coach or Faculty Adviser).
(3) That students desiring to
take part in extra-curricular activities under this ruling must present to the Committee (at the
Dean's Office) the written permission of their parents or guardians before permission will be
granted.
(4) Thart; a student subject to
these provisions shall not be permitted to take part at any time
in more than one extra-curricular
activity.
For the Committee,
ARTHUR ADAMS,
Acting Secretary.

cester, Mass.; Helen Novae, New
Britain, Conn.; Stephany Krowka,
Hartford, Conn.; Eilleen Malley,
Hartford, Conn.; Lorraine Keeney,
East Ha11tford, Conn.; Helen Gustafson, West Hartford, Conn.; Alva
.Rennie, West Hartford, Conn.; Dorothy :Caviere, Hartford, Conn.; Elizabeth GaUagher, Hartford, Conn.;
Cynthia Vanderbeck, Hartford, Conn.

All the Trinity Boys Eat at

at

The Spaghetti Palace

McCOY'S Inc.

67 Asylum Street, Hartford

"The House of Music"

89 ASYLUM STREET

Brown and White

SADDLE
OXFORDS

~nrial Jrinting
Announcements
Tickets
Programs
Invitations
Distinctive
Personal Stationery

$5.50

HUNTER PRESS

Red Rubber Soles

302 ASYLUM ST.
ALL TRINITY STUDENTS
NOW MAKE THEIR
HEADQUARTERS
at

TRINITY
DRUG COMPANY
1284 BROAD STREBTc

Special Prices to Students

HERBERT VINICK, '38

JESTERS' PLAY
(Continued from page 1.)
lege Chapel. On Saturday afternoon,
May 21, a benefit performance will
be given for the high school students
in the vicinity of Hartford'.
The
tickets for each performance have
been limited to three hundred, in order that everyone may be assured of
having an excellent seat. The tickets
have been placed on sale and the unexpected rush for them by those who
do not want to miss the play is
causing the Jesters to give thought
to a possible additional performance.
This wilL be the last social affair of
the academic year, so the Jesters,
wi1th the. aid of the fraternities, plan
to welcome back the alumni for a
gala week-end.
Arrangements are being made for
the Jesters' radio debut during the
three consecutive weeks before the
play. Professor Odell Shepard, who
is directing the interpretations of the
speeches and of the characterizations,
will give a talk on "King Lear."
Short readings from the tragedy will
be combined with intermittent music
by a quartet and octet of male voices.

The Trinity College Radio Club was
recently accepted for affiliation with
the American Radio Relay League,
its official admission to take place in
the near future.
The New England Division of this
organization will hold its annual convention this year at the Bond Hotel
in Hartford.
The nearness of the
place of meeting will afford all students interested in radio work the
opportunity of attending.
Many
well-known speakers have been procured, and officials predict an extremely educational evening.
The club is making arrangements
for the installation of an auxiliary
generator, in order that messages may
be sent and received during floods
and other emergencies. The members
will send radiograms, free of charge,
for any students to any part of the
United States.
The club, which meets in the Physics Laboratory, has as officers:
Herbert Hall, president; Paul Goodwin, vice-president; David Davidson,
secretary; and Wilfred! Greenwood,
treasurer. Professor W adlund is the
faculty adviser.
Two contests which were sponsored
by the American Radio League have
been entered by the organization, and
a good showing was made in both.
Paul Goodwin, who talked with more
foreign stations than any other member, was mentioned in the American
Radio Relay League official paper.
During the contests connections were
established with stations in Egypt,
Australia, and practically every country in Europe.

ALLYN- Now Playing- "Goodbye Broadway" with Alice
Brady, Charles Winninger, and
Tommy Riggs. Co-Hit-"The
Crime of Doctor Hallet" with
Ralph Bellamy, John King, and
Josephine Hutchinson.
E. M. LOEW'S-Now Playing"Condemned Women" with Sally
Eilers, Louis Hayward, and
Anne Shirley.
Co-Hit-Joe
Penner in "Go Chase Yourself."
STRAND-Now Playing-Deanna
Durbin in "Mad About Music"
with Herbert Marshall, Gail
Patrick, and Arthur Treacher.
Co-Hit- "T.he Black Doll."
Coming W ednesday-"Fools for
Scandal" with Carole Lombard
and Ferdinand Gravet.

$5 W estminister Pipes

PHONOGRAPHS, TABLE
Alpha Tau Kappa:
RADIOS, PHONOGRAPHS,
The Misses Dean Hoffman, W orRECORDS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,

48-58 PRATT ST.

Trinity Club to Be Mfiliated
With American Radio
Relay League

A Prominent London Malqtr Has Asked
Commons Club:
Us to Dispose of 586
The Misses Dorothy Burch, Hartford, Conn.; Janet Clapp, Mount
Holyoke; Leah Grotto, Hartford,
On Sale at
Conn.; Ruth Elston, Boston, Mass.;
$1.69
Peggy Stevens, Hartford, Conn.;
Jean Blyth, Hartford, Conn.; Virginia
Bliss, Hartford, Conn.; Phyllis Wilder, Hartford, Conn.; Theodora Mar- Connecticut's Greatest Pipe Store--By Far.
tel, Hartford Conn.; and Doris Ben141 ASYLUM STREET
nett, Nutley, New Jersey.
Opposite Bus Station Corner Trumbull

Delta Kappa Epsilon:
The Misses Aimee Rehr, Philadelphia, Penna; Dorothy O'Bryon,
Albany, N. Y.; Mary Curley, Bridgeport, Conn.; Nancy Beckwith, West
Hartford, Conn.; Marion Volk, New
Haven, Conn.; Carol Brooks, Unionville, Conn.; Miss Elizabeth Hubbard,
Summit, New Jersey.
PORTABLE AMPLIFYING

SIMMONS

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
ADMITS THE RADIO CLUB

I

Tel. 2-7016

N-B-C TOBACCO

·:·~~~~,.._..~~,_..~~~~~·;·

I

.

I

I
t
I

THE JESTERS

r

Present William Shakespeare's

OF TRINITY COLI.:EGE

((KING LEAR"
In the College Chapel

Tickets on Sale at

OFFICE MACHINES

WITKOWER'S
GALLUP AND ALFRED'S
L. S. NEWHALL, '39, and J. H. EWING, '40

Ovedlauliq ami

Repairinc on all :JIIaa.\
of. Hachln-., :a......

Pa:lace Theater Building'

647 Main Street, at< Golct HartfOrd
Tele'Plione 6-8U!E2'

I
I
i

I

I

May 20 and 21, 1938

HILTON'S SERVICE
Royal, Underwood,
Corona I>ortabl•:
'l:ypewriter Ribbou
and. Cubon Paper.

I
I

Students and their Guests--Seventy-Five Cents;
Otherwise One Dollar

-------------+

.l..- - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....
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N.E.TOURNAMENT
BEGINS MONDAY
Lapac's Circuit Blow, and Rihl's St. Anthony and Psi U. Favored

Bob O'Malley, '38, l eads Jesseemen against Coast Guard tomorrow
afternoon on Trinity Field. Team plays host to Williams
on Thursday.

JESSEEMEN TRIM CLARK f
IN ERROR-MARRED GAME l_sP_oR_r_s_si_DE_LI_GH_r_sBy E. A. Charles, '40

Blue and Gold Triumphs 9-1 on
Thumbing casually :through the
Home Diamond-Morris
Bridgeport Herald (not habit, honest
Fans Thirteen
Tuesday, April 26-Completely outclassing a weak Clark University outfit, the Trinity varsity baseball team
won its first game of the season today, in a loosely played contest on the
Hilltop diamond by a score of 9-1.
On the mound for the Jesseemen was
Ed Morris, while Balcum and Powers
both twirled for Clark. Morris allowed but four hits, fanned thirteen,
and passed no one. He retired the
last six men to face him via the
strikeout route. The Blue and Gold
fashioned their nine runs by pounding
out eleven safe blows. Eight Clark
errors also helped the Trinity scoring.
After holding the visitors scoreless
in the first inning, the Jesseemen
went to work and pushed over two
runs when they capitalized on one hit,
two bases on balls, and two errors
by the Clarkmen. There was no scoring in either the second or third innings, but in the fourth Clark scored
its lone counter. Mcinerny singled
to left, reaching second when Barnewall bobbled Pottle's grounder, and
scored when Karpoe singled sharply
to left. Trinity scored one run in the
fifth, one in the sixth, and then
clinched the game in the seventh when
they drove Balcum from the box with
a five-run rally.
Leading the Trinity attack were
Ralph Shelly, Ed Lapac, and Captain
Bob O'Malley, who got two hits each.
Everyone but Rihl hit safely at least
once. Jim Mcinerny got two hits in
behalf of the Clark cause.
This was the second game of the
season for the Trinity forces, the team
having dropped the first contest to
Yale 5-3. M()rris's thirteen strike outs
give him a total of twenty-three for
two games. He fanned ten of the
Eli batters.

injun), we ran across the following
excerpt about our "Kob":
"Milton Kobrosky, former Trinity
college football star, is resting comfortably in the Hartford Hospital
after undergoing an opera~tion last
Wednesday for relief of a knee injury
suffered last fall while campaigning
with the New York Giants of the
Professional League.
The backfield ace, who is supposedly slated for a starting berth
with the Giants this fall, will be confined for about a week. The knee
condition is not likely to seriously
affect his pirformance on the gridiron; it will not diminish the speed
for which Mickey is noted."

••

That brings to mind one of the
reported rumors explaining the origin
of that natty new machine that they
have got down in the Trainer's Room
which swirls .and curls water about
injured knees and sundry charleyhorses. It seems that Mickey on one
of his visits back ()n-campus during
the past football season told Dan
Jessee of this outfit which the Giants
were finding quite the thing to bring
around injured hoofs and legs. So
our up-to-the-minute athletic department forthwith proceeded to purchase
a machine. It is supposed to cure
a charley-horse a week quicker than
the old method.

••

That bull-throated ump that gave
all the fans quite a show during the
Clark game goes by lthe name of
Killie they tell us. He certainly
seemed to be in a hurry to ge11 the
game over with and hie off to parts
unknown. We never did get the inside story on it; but his partner of
the day, who covered the base paths,
Brophy, is a spo!'ltswriter from W.aterbury and C()nsidered quite the best
ump in the association.

TRINITY OUTSLUGS CARD
BATSMEN IN FIRST DUEL

SOFT BALL AND TENNIS
LEAGUES IN FULL PLAY

Four Hits Lead Trinity
In 10-8 Victory

in Tennis; Sigma Nu Paces
Both Ball Circuits

Wednesday, May 4-.The Trinity
baseball squad vanquished Wesleyan
by a 10-8 count alt Andrus Field for
Trinity's second major victory over
an opposing Cardinal squad this year.
Ed Morris pitched for the Blue and
Gold and had little trouble with the
Cardinal batsmen except fo·r a late
drive by .the W esmen in the closing
three innings of the game. The
Jesseemen piled up a one-run lead
for E~ in the second inning; Ed
was never behind from then on as
Trin's big guns went to work and
kept adding to his lead with threerun forays in the fourth and sixth
innings.
Ed Lapac furnished Trinity with
its lead by a tremendous smash that
hilt the Cardinal fieldhouse in centerfield and allowed Ed to scramble on
around for a homer. McCabe retaliated for Wesleyan in its half of the
third with another circuit blow with
no one on base.
Pete Rihl was Trinity's biggest
siege gun with four hits in four times
at bat. Pete drove in Trin's firslt
run in the opening inning with a
sharp single that sent Shelly, who
previously had gotten a walk and
had stolen second, home. Trinity
scored three in the fourth on three
singles by Jackson, Shelly, and Kelly
mixed in with a timely double by
Barney B'arpewall. The 1B1ue and
Gold shoved another !three across in
the sixth on successive base-raps
by Shelly, Kelly, O'Malley, and Rihl,
Kelly's and O'Malley's blows going
for two bases each, off the assorted
offerings of Cotter and See, the two
Wesleyan pitchers that bore the brunt
of the Trinity batting spree.
The Cardinals came on w~th a zest
and a drive in the latter part of the
game as Ed Morris, slightly rattled
by the howling stands, weakened
momentarily and allowed six of the
eight W es runs to sneak across the
plate. The W esmen scored three
runs in the seventh on singles by
Green, and Hake, a double by hurler
See, and a single by McCabe. The
Cards gOit their next two runs in the
eighth on singles by Horne, Hake,
and Bogue; and their final counter
in the ninth by two singles off the
bats of Bottjer, and Horne.
In the final analysis the Trinmen
secured ten runs, thirteen hits, and
five errors as compared to Wesleyan's
eight runs, thirteen hits, and four
errors.
Two Wesleyan base knocks dropped
safely out of the grasping reaches
of Ed Lapac, and Bill Kelly on what
would otherwise have been easy outs,
but for the tricky background
afforded by the Library and buildings
behind homeC.plate. Another error
registered by Capobianco was also
traced to this same deceptive background.
Pete Rihl's four hits places him
up with Ralph Shelly as the batting
leaders of the Blue and Gold with
seven hits in sixteen times at bat
for each.
The score by innings:
R.H.E.
Trinity 1 1 2 3 0 3 0 0 0-10 13 5
Wesleyan 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 2 1- 8 13 4
Batteries: Morris and Rihl; Cotter,
See (4th) and BOittjer.

l
I

ON OTHER FRONTS

l

·--------------..J

Loosing another blast in its drive to
make U. S. higher education higher,
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching last week
found that American colleges are
graduating high school teachers who
know less than the students they

• •
teach.
·
McGee, that Colby second baseman,
Basing its charges on the ten-year
I e ch a tterbox, study of high school and college stuwho was quite
· the l'ttl
· 1 ex.ampIe of per- dents m· Pennsylvaru·a, the re!lort
Clark, ........ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0-1 stands as a classica
' (Continued on page 8.)
..
(Continued ~n p~ge 10.)
'J.lrinity, ....•. . 2 0 0 0 1 1 5 0 x-9

First Time that lntercollegiatea
Have Been Held at Trinity
in Many Years
With the spring sports season well
under way, the teams in the Intramural Tennis Tournament and !the
Baseball Leagues are still busy
scrambling for the respective trophies.
In the tennis competition, St.
Anthony and Psi U are favorites with
the Alpha Delts following close be-

MATCHES MAY 9-11
Hilltoppers May Upset Predictions
Which Once Again Favor
Williams and Amherst

hind. The Commons Club won over
With one victory and one defeat
Delta Phi only to be ousted by the marked up the Trinity tennis team
strong St. Anthony team that . is will meet the Williams netmen toscheduled to meet Alpha Delta Phi, morrow, probably its most formidable
winners over ATK, in the semi-finals foe of the year.
In view of the fact
of the first bracket. The Psi U's, that this opponent has for years had
who will face AXP in the semi-finals, one of the best teams in New England,
loom as the finalists from the second Coach Altmaier feels that the chances
bracket having won from DKE.
of his men winning are not very good,
In the American League of the but that they will give the Purple a
baseball competiltion, the Sigma Nu's good battle. Because of the fact that
are leading with .a string of three the team had had little practice when
victories and no defeats. Behind the it met its defeat, it is unjust to judge
steady pitching of Harry Nickel and its possibilities by this meet. AU the
the hitting of .M ontgomery, they men on the squad have been working
haven't been threatened yet. St. hard and have shown considerable imAnlthony is a dark horse in thi ~ provement.
league with two wins against no f Following on the heels of the Wildefeats and Psi U follows close behind Iiams match will be the three-day
with two wins and one defeat. In New England Intercollegiate Tournathe National Leag ue, the ATK's are ment of May 9, 10, and 11. All the
undefeated with two successive wins colleges of New England, with the
and no losses and the Neutral Golds possible exception of Harvard and
are in the running with one win in Yale, will send representative teams.
one try. The Crows are sltill in the In past years the struggle for the
race with two victories, one loss. coveted cup has been more or less
But both league titles ar-e still any- limited to Williams, Amherst, and,
body's, according to Walt McCloud once in a while, Trinity,_ and Wesle~
because the new round robin system an. This is the first time that this
gives every team in the league a tournament has been held at Trinity
chance to upset the leaders.
for many years.
Trinity netmen seem to do better
on their courts, and that may upset
the predictions which favor Williams,
and Amherst again.
On Thursday, May 12, the Blue and
Gold players will meet their traditional rivals, Wesleyan. Last year
the
locals were beaten in the first
Motten and Pacelia Share High
meeting to the tune of 6-3, but came
Scoring Honors in First
back in the second encounter and won.
Dual Meet of Year
Wesleyan has lost through graduation, four of its regular players and
Saturday, April 30 - In the first six men from the squad and thus
meet of the season Ray Oosting's Trinity has a very good chance of
trackmen overcame a rather weak emerging the victor.
Massachusetts State team by the score
Recently, Whitey Dodge, a member
of 75-50. The Blue and Gold capof the team who has not been able
tured nine firsts while the Bay
to play this year because of illness,
Staters garnered five. Boris Pacelia
was elected a member of the Junior
and Clem Motten shared top honors
Davis Cup Team. This is the first
with eleven points each. Pacelia won
time in many years that a student
the pole vault and the broad jump
of Trinity has been so honored. These
and took third in the high jump, while
men who must be under the age of
Motten captured both hurdle races
twenty-one are given instruction and
and placed third in the pole vault.
given a chance to play with the leadBrennan of Trinity and Little of
ing players of the country in hope
Massachusetts State also vvere double
that they will make the Senior Davis
winners, the former taking the dashes
Cup Team, which represents the
and the latter winning the quarter
United States in international compeand the half.
tition.
One of the outstanding performances of the day was turned in by
Adams of Massachusetts State in the
javelin throw in breaking the Massachusetts State record with .a throw of
170 feet, 21A, inches.
Most of the times were rather poor
Sunday, May 1-The Trinity Coldue to the heayy condition of the
lege Dinghy crew tied for fifth place
track. However, most of the Blue
and Gold favorites came through in in the Boston Dinghy Regatta on the
Twenty-one
grand style in this initial meet. Charles River today.
Schmid and Perry handled the dis- colleges were entered in the meet, and
tance events in fine fashion and Adam preliminary races were necessary to
Chotkowski chalked up nine points in reduce the large field to nine finalists.
In the preliminary races the Trinity
the field events.
crews, composed of Jock Kiley, '41,
and Bob Madden, '39, in one boat and
The summary:
High Hurdles - Won by Motten Bill Boles, '38, and Jack Ewing, '41,
(T); second, Joyce (M); third, Alex- in the other, scored 44 points out of
a possible 45 which placed them easander (T); time, 17.5.
100-yard Dash-Won by J. Brennan ily in the finals. In the finals the
(T); second, Collier (T); third, Fein- Trinity crews finished in a tie for
fifth place. The M. I. T. sailors who
burg (M); time, 10.5.
Mile-Won by Schmid (T); second, have been the most consistent winners
Tibbals (T); third, Healy (M); time, in these races again annexed first
place.
4:53.1.
This is the third time that the
440-yard Dash _ Won by Little
. (M); second, Pankratz (T); third, Trinity sailors have competed in the
intercollegiate competition. Last fall
iMcLaughlin · (T); time, 52.1.
they participated in the Boston ReTwo-mile Run-Won by Perry (T); :gatta on the Charles River finishing
·
d Rose (M). third Riley (T) ·
'1st.e con • .
'
' ·
' 1,seventh, while last week they raced
8·
on the Seekonk River at Providence
. Ime, 10 · 46 ·.
d
10 ) .
!and gained third place.
, (Conti~U,~ on l?~e .. . .. .

MASS. STATE TRACKMEN
DEFEATED BY TRINITY

DINGHY CREW PLACES
IN COLLEGE REGATTA
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KARLUK CRUISE
(Continued from page 4.)
may be a feature of voyages to come.
Instead of following his regular
route from Nova Scotia northeast
through the Bras d'Or Lakes of Cape
Breton Island, across Cabot Straits to
Newfoundland, and on along the west
coast of Newfoundland to Labrador,
he swung northwestward at Canso,
passing between Cape Breton Island
and the mainland of Nova Scotia and
putting us on a more novel though
more roundabout course that would
skirt the western shores of the Gulf
of St. Lawrence and give us a glimpse
of Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick and Quebec.
Blessed with a
week of ideal boating weather-blue
sky, glassy calm sea-we touched at
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,
and made good time along the lowlying New Brunswick coast and across
the Bay of Chaleurs to the high hills
of the Gaspe.
Mter waiting a day for a stiff blow
to subside in the shelter of Cap des
Rosiers Light, we crossed the Sit.
Lawrence estuary to Anticosti and
the North Shore. Days of delightful
weather followed, duTing which we
coasted eastward and northward
along the Canadian Labrador and enjoyed a few pleasant interludes such
as a soccer game with a tribe of
Montagnais Indians and an attempt
to bargain for furs in French with a
Canuck trader.
On the 15th of July we passed the
boundary between the Canadian Labrador, which is part of the province
of Quebec, and the Labrador proper,
which comes under the jurisdiction of
Newfoundland. As if to prove it, the
low shore of northern Newfoundland
showed itself some 20 miles to the
southward. The Karluk throbbed her
way "down" through the Straits of
Belle Isle towards the open Atlantic
in the majestic company of icebergs
Md fishing schooners.
Even the southernmost stretch of
the Labrador coast looks grimly
Arctic.
Bleak hills of solid rocks
sparsely covered by moss and bog and
thickets of dwarfed spruce is all that
meets the eye of the mariner. One
must go back ten or twenty miles
from the shore to find the fringe of
the interioT's endless forest.
Chill
breezes off the ice-laden Greenland
Current lower the summer temperature of coastal Labrador.
A few
miles back "in the country", however,
during the long days of June and
July, the thermometer may rise above
90. We were to see something of
the inland country too, for salmon
fishing is one of the main objectives
of these Williams cruises, and to catch
salmon with rod and reel we must
ascend some good-sized stream.
By July 20 we had made camp about
twenty miles from the coast on the
bank of a river which flows into Sandwich Bay. We had left the Karluk
at moorings in the river mouth and
come upstream by canoe, making a
portage around the falls on the way.
How we enjoyed those ten days amidst
fighting fish and biting mosquitoes
in our snug cabin on the edge of the
wilderness! Of course we didn't eat
all the salmon we caught. we helped
Trapper Will Brown, the guide, split
and salt them down for his own use.
At night Will and Jim would entertain
us in the Newfoundland or Labrador
manner, by swapping yarns in the
which the natural and the supernatural become hopelessly entangled.
On our way out the Bay we stopped
for a call at one of the Grenfell Missi.ons at Cartwright, and during the
mght we were joined in the harbor
by the mission boat, Maraval, with
none other than that budding medico,
Tony Paddon, Trinity, '36, aboard.

THE TRINITY
TRIPOD
.
FROSH TRACK SQUAD TO
MEET CHOATE SATURDAY

Trinity Team May Be Hampered
Submits a Three-Fold Rule of
By Lack of Experience in
Beauty in Wednesday
Second ·Meet
Chapel Address
Trinity 'Will meet a very strong
opponent when the freshman track
squad goes to Choate Saturday, May
14. This is the first year TrinHy
has had a freshman track team and
lack of experience may prove to be
a heavy handicap when the Blue and
Gold men meet the more experienced
Choate team. Partly due to its field
house and modern equipment, Choate
has always been able to produce a
strong track team.
Coach OoS'ting believes that his
small freshman team still needs
building up. He thinks he has a
pair of good sprinters in Ryan and
Kiley. Caffrey is a good miler and
Bennett a speedy half miler. Other
promising freshmen are Hanley in
the broad jump and javelin throw,
Pedicord in the broad jump and high
jump, Cunningham in the pole vault,
Secchiiuoli in .t he shot and discus
events, and Pedjcord alnd WJRllace
hurling the javelin. Coach Oosting
had to break in an entirely inexperienced group of hurdlers. He has
Kiley in !the high hurdles and Johnson
and Neill in the low hurdles.

Before we turned back and headed
for home on the 22nd of August, we
had reached latitude 60 degrees near
a bay called Ramah some 500 miles
north of Cartwright.
We pushed
farther north than the most venturesome of the Newfoundlanders had occasion to go last summer, to a shore
where the only inhabitants are Eskimo.
We had visited with hardy cod fishermen, traded with the Eskimo (pair of
pants for a haunch of caribou venison), eaten whale steak, and climbed
the lofty and jagged Torngaks capped
with eternal snow, so when the engines, filthy with carbon from the not
always high grade gas to be had
along the coast, gave us cause for a
week's time out for repairs, our captain decided it best to turn south
before the September gales struck.
We did get south, somewhat, but not
enough, and the dirty weather of the
equinoctial season caught us on the
west coast of Newfoundland, where
harbors are scarce.
I'm afraid we didn't always appreciate the haunting beauty of Newfoundland's western shore. Mist obscured most of that most of the time.
Snow had dusted our deck in northern
Labrador. We began fo wonder if it
would catch up to us again before we
got back to the States.
Mter three long, tiresome waits
for suitable weather in Port Saunders,
Codroy, and Port aux Basques we
finally got our day for crossin~ the
Gulf, and when the hills of Cape Ereton hove in sight, "Man, wa'n't that
land good to look at!" From there
on we could count on plenty of good
harbors allowing short easy runs
around Nova Scotia and back to
Maine. It was the 11th of October
when we completed our 4000-mile
circle ~t the Rockland Public Landing,
and time to be wearing mittens at
sea.
--------------Est.
1845

HONISS

Good Food Brings Good Health

Bushcoats, in and outers and polo
model; Shirts in rayon, madras,
sackcloth, burlap, or linen.
All
latest color.s ........ $2.00 to $6.50.
Slacks m matching fabrics,
$2.95 to $6.50.

G. FOX & CO.
Men's Furnishings-Street Floor.

Professor Means, speaking in Wednesday chapel, indicated beauty as
an answer to life which ilt lacks in
our present materialistic state. In
ethics, relativity is replacing morality in men, although nothing is more
important than ethics. Every man is
inevitably and personally involved in
the search for a satisfying way of
life. That search has turned sour
in the world, for man has lost his
idealism. "The sporadic progress of
twenty-five hundred years of the
sorrow and suffering, bravery and
adventure, of individual men and
women again has been brought to a
halt." It is blocked first by the positive powers of evil, and second, by
lthe 'mental ill of meaninglessness.
Dictatorships illustrate positive evil
while democracies have lost faith i~
ideals.
Self-submission to the Will of God
has provided an inner tranquility of
the spirit for those who live at the
mercy of dictaltors. Such submission
provides spiritual freedom from the
ugliest deeds of men. There is also
endurable escape in Faith. "Even
the fear of death is lost when we can
bring ourselves to accept the fact of
death." Thus the human spirit is
capable of transcending evil which
it is powerless to avoid. Yet this way
is woefully incomplete for "no man
can endure the suffering of those
whom he loves, himself to remain
unaffected and unafraid." No spirit
is stronger than love.
In America, where people have not
yet chosen to follow the way of force,
there is another way of life. In
this so-called democracy the dominanJ'.
disease oct' life is meaninglessness.
Although we have not yet chosen the
negative values of force, 'We have lost
all positive faith in ideals. "Meaninglessness as a disease is itself a
sign 'o f intellectual adolescence, if
not maturity." Failure, sorrow, or
even completed achievement forces
one to question the point and direction of living. This question remains
unanswered.
In this situation Dr. Means points
to beauty as a significant way of life.
acceptable without further justifica~
tion. Dr. Means said that he is not
concerned wilth the ultimate nature
of virtue, or the metaphysical implications of good. "While the great
issues of truth are ,in doubt, the
mass of men want all vital faith
our most imperative need is a wa;
of life which will give an immediate
significance to living." For this,
(Continued on page 8.)
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Captain J. Mitchell England, '23,
is now stationed at Fort Mills in the
Philippine Islands.

DuKE UNIVERSITY

**

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Samuel C. Wilcox, '25, announces
DURHAM, N. C.
the birth of a child in Pilainville,
Four terms of eleven weeka are lrivn eaob
Conn. The child is !the grandchild
of Major Frank L. Wilcox of the year. These may be taken eolll!ecutiveb'
(graduation in 8 and ~ years) or three terms
Class of 1880.
111&7 be taken eaeh year (lrraduatlon In toar

*•

HARTFORD
NATIONAL BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY

2 STATE STREET
4 Generations of Shoe Service
in Hartford
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AUTO STORAGE
AND REPAIRING
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yeara).

Comer Main and Pearl Streets
Hartford, Conn.
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C/JROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL

"We're as close as your Phone" I

of St. Lawrence University invites in<fuir-

Call7-2331

ln.._

A son, James Booth Burr, Jr., was llgenee, eharacter and at least two ,...... of
eolll!lre work, lneludl~~~r the IUbjeeia IIP8Clfled
born to Mr. and Mrs. James B. Burr for
Grade A Medieal Sehoola.
at Grand Rapids, Michigan, April 6,
Oataloeuee and applleatlon tonu IIIAF be
1938. Mr. Burr is a member of the obtained from the Dean.
Class of 1924.
(Continued on page 9.)
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BUILDING
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(Continued from page 3.)
This month will see a number of
JohnS. Ellsworth
alumni gart;herings in the Middle West.
William J. Haring
Dr. Ogilby and Alumni Secretary
Robert H. Daut
Tom Wadlow will start out on a trip
Alfred B. Dixon
on Monday, May 16. Their itinerary
Edward C. Ely
is as follows: on May 17 in PittsWilliamS. Ewing, Jr.
burgh, where Hill Burgwin, '06, will
Charles
A. Fritzson
be in charge of a dinner; May 18,
Edwin G. Gallaway
Dr. Ogilby will stop off at Cleveland
J.D. Gay, Jr.
to visit Mr. Mather, '77; May 19,
Douglas J. Gladwin
there will be .a n Alumni Dinner in
William W. Jackson
Detroit with the Rev. Francis B.
Charles T. Kingston
Creamer in charge; on May 20, Dr.
Anthony J. Lokot
Ogilby will speak at !the Chicago
Andrew G. M!agrauth
Latin School in the morning and at
John A. Mason
the Alumni Dinner in the evening,
Joseph G. Merriam
where Arthur E. L. Westphal will be
Andrew Onderdonk
in charge. From this point on, the
Rev. Alfred B. Rollins
paths of the two men will diverge.
Robert F. Schmolze
Saturday, May 21, Dr. Ogilby will
James V. Shea
become a Harvard man once more
Charles A. Tucker
and attend the Associated Harvard
Gustav H. Uhlig, Jr.
Clubs of tthe U. S. Dinner in Chicago.
James
B. Webber, Jr.
On Sunday, Dr. Ogilby will preach
Isaac M. Zlochiver
at the Rev. Dudley S. Stark's St.
Chrysostom's Church; Dr. Stack is Class of 1935:
a Trinity alumnus of the Class of
Albert W. Baskerville
1917. Tom Wadlow is now trying to
Anthony B. Cacase
arrange for alumni dinners to be held
Charles G. Mixlter, Jr.
in Rochester, N.Y., and Albany, N.Y.
Territt H. Mowbray
The latter meeting will include the
Barclay Shaw
Berkshire group under Bryant W.
John L. Shaw, Jr.
Green, '34, and George A. Hey, '29.
At ·a ll the Alumni dinners Dr. Ogilby Class of 1936:
will be the speaker of the evening.
Reuel A. Benson, Jr.
Mr. Wadlow will show moving picHarrington Littell
tures of Trinity campus scenes and
Karl F. Stremel
sports events. It is hoped this pilgrimage will become an annual Class of 1937:
occurrence which will be well attended.
Daniel Alpert
If you live within driving distance of
John D. Banks
any of these gatherings, you are
John A. Bellis
urged to attend.
Sidney L. Cramer
Raymond H. Dexter, Jr.
Harris K. Prior, '32, has received
Albert E. Haskell
a scholarship to study in Belgium
Edwin N. Nilson
next year. Mr. Prior is at present
Robert R. Parker
the head of the Fine Arts DepartBruce B. Randall, Jr.
ment at Olivet College, Olivet, Mich.
This scholarship enables the recipient Honorarii:
Charles B. Cook
to study at one or any of the fine
John A. Hartford
universities in Belgium for one year.
Clement C. Hyde
Dr. Naylor of the French Departmen
Charles F. Smith
of Trinity held this same scholarship
Robbins B. Stoeckel
before becoming associated with this
Rev. M. George Thompson
college.
• *
Henry W. Herricks, '24, is now the Extension:
advertising manager of Greenberger
Blanche M. Darling
& Company, Morristown, N. J.

Shoe Repair Service

1
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ies from those students who wish to begin
their law study in June or September of

Bryant &
HILL GARAGE
Chapman Company ASYLUM
748 Asylum Ave.
Telephone 2-0264
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BEAUTY AWAY OF LIFE
SHOWN BY PROF. MEANS
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available. For information, address The
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD

TALK ON FAR EAST WAR
GIVEN BY MISSIONARY

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS
(Continued from page 6.)

FRESHMAN NINE VICTOR
OVER THREE OPPONENTS

r-
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l PSYCHOLOGIST'
S DEVICE
INVENTED BY DR. HUTT

l_c_AM_P_u_s_oP_IN_Io_N-.-Jj
severance, determination or some
darn thing, for the story is 1told us
Horrors of Sino-Japanese War that it has taken the lad eight years Wins Over Loomis, Choate, and
First Public Demonstration of
The Question-Do you favor coArouse Foreign Hatred
Ergograph Made at Conn.
to get his diploma. It seems that he
Morse Outfits Show Team
education?
Toward Japan
Psychologists' Meeting
has been working for a year and
Well-Balanced
The Answers:
then attending classes for ,a year and
At a Tecent meeting of the ConnecTuesday, April 26--The Rev. Mr.
With three straight victories, Coach Dan J. Cruson, '39:
so on.
ticut Valley Association of PsycholHenry McNulty, who has been acting
Erickson's freshman nine has apparNo, I do not favor co-educrution in ogists at the State College, Professor
as the representative of the American
Our vote for the star of the week ently overcome a great deal of the a college situated as Trinity is in a R. B. W. Hutt aemonstrated his inChurch Mission in Soochow, gave us
goes to Clem Motten, who rwith a inexperience that it showed in pre- large town. In a smaller town where vention, the Ergograph. This was the
some interesting information tonight
banged-up ankle and knee came season form. On April 27, the frosh college leads to a concenltration of first public announcement of the inon present conditions and policies in
through for two firsts in the hurdles nine opened the season at Sellers men and shortage of women co- vention of the Ergograph. This maChina.
retired from 1the pole vault when Field in Windsor and proceeded to education is necessary for the social chine was designed as a substitute f or
and
According to the Rev. Mr. McNulty
defeat a Loomis team that was con- life of the college. However, in a
the Moss-Ergograph in use for many
Japanese officials do not seem to it was apparent that Bori had it
sidered the strongest in six years. town the size of Hartford women
clinched,
but
st
ill
managed
to
sneak
years in psychology laboratories as.
realize the world hatred which they
After five innings in which seven runs living on campus would be unnecesan instrument for measuTing the
are bringing on their country; this in for a third there at the Mass. State
had crossed the plate, Loomis took out sary to the soci.al life of the college
feeling is not only just, but it is in- meet.
amount of woTk done by a united
Did you know that Joe Astman was O'Malley (brother of the Trin O'Mal- and a detriment to the concentration group of muscles prior to the onset
evitable as long as Japan continues
ley), who had allowed nine hits in the powers necessary for studies.
of fatigue. The Moss-Ergograph is.
her present war policies. After the out on the field in uniform just in
five innings he was on the mound.
a weight-lifting device making use of
capture of a Chinese town the J ap- case (injured knee and all)? Ray
John
B.
Scannell,
'41:
The frosh then went to work on two
anese soldiers think only of looting was so worried about the outcome
No, because in the fiTst place it a cable bent oveT a pulley and pulled
other Loomis hurlers and when the
and obtaining Chinese women. When of the meet that he was even conwould
distract students from their by the subject along a hoTizontal
smoke of the battle had cleared away
the C.hinese and American mission- sidering shoving "Iron Man" Schmid
studies
in the evenings. In the sec- plane. At the otheT end of the cable
three more runs had been scored. It
aries inform the Japanese generals into the 880, after Ernie had finished was a game of many hits, and al- ond place, theTe would be a great are weights. The horizontal motion
about the conditions, the generals his mile, to snare those all-important
deal more noise on the campus. Stu- is recoTded on a machine, called the
. but everything though the freshman nine was outhit dents could not concentrrute as well kymograph, which is a device with a
take the position that this condition place-points.
turned out all righlt and Ernie saved 15-13, it bore down in the tight spots in their classes. It would take more revolving cylindrical drum about
cannot be prevented.
with the result that fifteen Loomis
an
awful lot of breath.
which a strip of recoTding paper has
Thousands of refugees are crowded
batters were left stranded on the money for the men to get through
been fastened.
The drum is made
into vacant warehouses which have
* *
bases. The seven errors by the school- college. It would necessitate theiT
practically no sanitation; there they
The tennis team was robbed of a
to revolve either by a spring or by
being
dressed
most
of
the
time
as
boy nine accounted for several of the
exist without proper food or clothing. sure victory last Saturday when its
means of an electric motoT and speed
frosh runs, but they would not have gigolos, iristead of having the priviThe Japanese not only neglect them match rwith Clark was stopped due
reducers. The new ErgogTaph, jointof
weaTing
comfoDtable
old
lege
changed the outcome.
Don Walsh
but they prevent Chinese and Ameri- to the rain when the Blue and Gold
ly
designed by Professor Hutt and
with three doubles provided the heavy clothes. Because of this, expense for
Abild, uses an entirely different methcan missionaries from helping them. was flashing to the front wilth a 3 to
the
social
life
would
be
laTgeT.
gun of the afternoon with a threeod. The woTk is done by the thumb
It became so bad that our mission- 2 count .at the time. Mountford,
bagger by Thomsen and effective hit- A. K. Lane, '41:
in opposition to the middle and the
aries requested the State Department Bates, and Rohowsky were the victors ting by Crockett and hurler Steers
It is pTobably a great distraction, ring finger pressing a plunger which,
at Washington to demand that the for our side.
adding plenty of power.
Atkinson though I suppose that after you have
by way of a flexible cable, causes a
Japanese government permit Ameri• •
and Thenebe were outstanding at bat been in a co-educational college two
can missionaries to aid these refugees
Concerning the Chapelby Pond (if
small dTum to move in a counterfor the Loomis nine. The final score or three yeaTs it should cease to bt
in any way possible. Of course the our fell(}w-columnist won't mind our
clockwise direction against an adjusta distraction, .and would become an able spring pressure.
State Department would never make stealing a little of his stuff), thlllt was 10-5.
The circular
Three days later on the last day of advantage, because i't would help the
such a demand unless they were ready is filling rapidly with the Spring
motion of this drum is made to move
the month the freshmen invaded men and women t(} undeTstand each
a small recording instrument across
to back it up. It is not without good thaw: we understand that pl.ans are
Choate's home grounds and proceeded otheT better, and to bring about a
the face of a moving strip of paper.
reason that the Japanese Government being pushed to dig .a tiled drainage
to· play an eleven-inning thriller with moTe natural Telationship. Co-educaThe apparent advantages of the Hutthas ordered all foreigners out of con- ditch around it this summer and erect
the schoolboy nine. For nine hard- tion would, however, necessitate a
Abild Ergograph are the permanency
quered areas, for they know that for- floodlights around, after the fashion
fought innings the tide of battle more rigid discipline than is found
of the Tecord made; the possibility of
eign sentiments are with the Chinese. down at Wesleyan, so that Jessee's
wavered back and forth with the at a college such as Trinity.
extended continuation of the experiThey do not know that many Japan- footballers can kick the pigskins Choate nine getting three runs in the
ment; the small size and compactness;
ese missionaries, who are forced to amund 'neath the moonlight come
lucky seventh to even up the ball Arthur Hartt Batchelder, '40:
remain silent, are entirely in sym- next fall. It wouldn't surprise us game. A new game began after a
Although I have attended a co- the comparrutive noiselessness; and the
pathy with China.
' to see our warriors bold end up on scoreless eighth and ninth sent the educational college in California, as low cost.
To illustrate what little regard the a training table next year.
contest into extra frames. The tenth well as during my pTevious schooling,
Japanese have for human life the
• •
was als(} scoreless, but the eleventh I am not in the least in favor of the
PULITZER AWARD
Rev. Mr. McNulty told how a large
For our coming selections we'll pick inning provided the real thrills. A idea. I natuTally admit that the
(Continued
from page 4.)
group of Chinese had been divided
. Trinity Ito take the Coast wild throw by the Choate shortstop amoTous angle is most luring, but
into smaller groups and lots cast as Guardsmen, who dropped a 6 to 2 sent the freshmen into action. "Deed" it is diSitracting, to· say the least. ment at Harvard University and secto how they should die. Some were decision to the Colby White Mules a Harris stole third. Strang came to Women in a college seem to loweT ond cousin of the late Dr. Frank Cole
drowned; (}thers were shot and then week .ago, to run roughshod over a bat and promptly tripled and Thom- the scholarship of the entiTe enter- Babbitt, Professor of GTeek at Trinburned. Many of those burned were Worcester Tech team about which sen, not to be outdone, immediately prise. Men are men and the W(}men ity. Professor Irving Babbitt was the
still alive and actually returned with no one seems t(} know anything except crashed out another three bagger are glad of it, and to keep men as leadeT of a group of cTitics called
parts of their bodies burned away. that we beat them two years ago, so
while Don Walsh finished off the men so that they may latter ean1 a American Humanists. In addi1tion t(}
Such incidents as these are making why not this year? . . . . and Ito take heavy hitting with a double to give sufficient saiary to suppoTt the these he is woTking, in collaboration
Japan a hated nation.
sweet revenge on a certain Williams the frosh three runs and the game, women, we should have one place lef1t with his son, Willard Odell Shepard,
team that we've been claiming a making the final score 9-6.
Dick as our own. We aTe giving up enough on an historical novel of the period
moral victory from ever since last Gordon went the route for the Blue privileges to the so-called "fairer between the AmeTican Revolution and
year. They tell us that their star and Gold with Mulcahy behind the sex." Let us keep one male domain the Battle of New Orleans of the War
WEDNESDAY CHAPEL
of 1812 and on a drama of New Engpitcher-slugger, a gentleman by the plate. Strang, Thomsen, and Walsh for ouTs, and ours ·a lone!
(Continued from page 7.)
land life set in Connecticut. The
name of Fuch, is no longer with the did the heavy hitting for the freshscience is u1Jterly bankrupt, but upstate Massachusetts team; so men while Perry, Choate's shortstop,
historical novel, upon which Professor
beauty offers a way of life which here's hoping.
Shepard and his son have been workwho finished the game on the mound,
fulfills this need.
ing for six months, will probably be
was the leading hitter C(}llecting three
•
Beauty is the one immediately incompleted in another six months.
Question marks g.alore have been safeties out of four trips to the plate.
trinsic value. We are all familiar creasing the brow of Professor OostMonday afternoon the frosh had a
"My main inteTest in scholaTship
with many beautiful things--cathe- ing of late as he has been wondering field day in trouncing a hapless Morse
and writing in the past twenty-five
drals, gardens, music, and poetry but just what his star pupils will be doing College nine, 23-3. The game went
years has been 'Solitude'," Dr. Shepbeauty can be wider than these. It in next week's Eastern Intercollegi- but six innings as Steers allowed
ard stated, "and during that time I
includes our experience of beautiful ates.
three hits while his teammates LaSalette, Morse, and Wesleyan have been working on a book on that
Will Test Strength of
things, and beaultiful actions and
subject." He pointed out the conltrast
Last year our Blue and Gold track- smashed 19 hits to all parts of the
Frosh Ball-tossers
situations in our (}wn life or in that men ran off with second prize honors diamond.
between spending twenty-five years
of others. "The one word most beating out a Connecticut Strute squad
on one book, as with the one on soliadequate to describe the character in by a fraction of a point in a very
With victories over Loomis, Choate, tude, and spending six weeks writing
the life of Jesus Christ is the adjec- sweet victory. This year, however, SOLYN RE-ELECTED BY
and Morse, Coach Erickson's fresh- his pTize-winning "Pedlar's Progress."
tive 'beautiful'." Beauty is a value, the squad is minus the services of
In addition to the book (}n Bronson
nine now tuTns to new fields to
THE CERCLE FRANCAIS man
like any other value in living, which Steve Truex, last year's stellar star,
conquer. With a decided improve- Alcott's joumals, which is being pub-.
is distinguishable by degree and no/ ~ who not only broke records as if they
Friday, April 29-The final meeting ment in both batting and fielding, the Iished this coming SeptembeT, Profesby kind and which is the satisfaction were promises to a college widow,
of Le Cercle Francais was held to- strength of the team becomes more sor Shepard also staJted that there
(}f all desire. "In so far as the ex- but also !totaled one hundred points
night in the Music Room. At this revealed. The inexperience that was might possibly be two moTe books of
perience satisfies. not some one desire, during lrast season's competition. In
meeting the club had the pleasure of a considerable handicap at fiTst has the Alcott seTies forthcoming: one
but the desire of our whole being in addition Vermont, Connecticut State,
having Mrs. Solyn, mother of Bernard been greatly overcome and the future concerning the ten touTs of the Middle
personal realization, however !brief Middlebury, and Colby all look like a
West that Alcott took between the
Solyn, president of the club, as guest. prospects appear bTight.
the experience may be, that experi- bunch of toughies to run into. To
Next Monday the freshmen journey yeaTs 1859 and 1882, g(}ing as far as
Mrs. Solyn furnished the pian(} acence is beauty, and the object of it look on the bright side of things
companiment to several saxophone over to the LaSalette field to meet a St. Louis and "making thousands of
may be said to be beautiful." These though we can point to 1the recent selections ably played by President team which is below the standard of speeches in hundreds of towns, in atexperiences are life at its best, and showing of the squad against Massa- Solyn. Following these musical se- pTevious years. LaSalette, however, tempting to extend the New England
this is happiness.
chusetts State, and the fact that both lections, Professor Nayl(}r and James has always had a good reputation and culture into what was then the Far"From this it follows that beauty Clem in the low hurdles and our 12- Neill ·presented a series of highly may be stronger than the Tecord in- West;" .and the second book about
is indeed a way of life immediately foot pole-vaulting trio of Clem, Joe dramatic and equally highly amusing dicates. In its first game it was de- the education of Alcott's !two daughdesirable in itself and as such provicl and Bori all look good.
charades.
Mr. Waterman took the feated by a strong Hartford High teTs, the most famous of which, of
ing a significant point and direction
lead in a group of French songs which nine. The second game was a reveT- course, is Louisa May. "BTonson
to living." Dr. Means offers a threeculminated with a hearty rendering of sal of form for a nip-and-tuck en- Alcott," stated his biographeT, "made
fold rule of beauty. First, one must destruction of beauty is the creation the "Marseillaise." The group then counteT of eight innings with the caTeful observations of his daughters
cultivate an appreciation of beaulty of ugliness. Lastly, one must strive withdrew to Dr. Naylor's classroom, FedeTal College nine, finally ending in up to the time they were four or five
"An appreciation (}f beauty is the to create beaulty. "This means seek- where three delicious cakes made by a 2-2 tie. The rainy weather stopped yeaTs old."
most distinctive mark of man, for it ing your happiness as a man rather Mrs. Solyn were enjoyed with coffee the game at the end of the eighth.
AfteT stating this .ambitiOUS proAlthough Federal College allowed gram, Professor Shepard said, "Howis the realization of man." Literature than as a creature of selfish desires. as only Dr. Naylor can make it.
and music are two excellent means Dr. Means closed his address by sayThis being the final meeting of the them but thTee singles, LaSalette ever, despite all the books which I am
for the cultivation of an appreciaJtion ing that he believes in the pr(}gressive year, club officers for next year were played better in the field and in tum woTking on, my primary job is teachof beauty. Sec(}ndly, one must never development of mankind in spite of elected. Solyn was elected president allowed their opponents but six blows. ing-. Teaching is my first consideradestroy ·a nything beautiful, for the evil and ugliness.
and North secretary-treasurer.
(Continued on page 9.)
tion."
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YEARLINGS PLAY THREE
CONTESTS WITHIN WEEK
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BASEBALL TEAM ROUTED PROSPECTS BRIGHT FOR
.Trinity's Radio Programs Gave First
BY STRONG COLBY NINE
GLEE CLUB NEXT YEAR
Dialogues on Air Over WTIC in 1926 Errors
in Late Innings Cause
If one had turned the dial of his radio to station WTIC of Hartford on
Tuesday at 7 o'clock on the evening of September 21, 1926, he would have
heard one of the first educational radio dialogues ever given over the airlanes.
Dr. Remsen B. Ogilby and members of the faculty got together in an
attempt to make lectures over the
~radio more interesting; they admitted
that their lectures were dull enough
:in the classroom, but they were doubly ing incident arose. Dr. Ogilby had
.so when heard by radio. So they hit placed his watch in front of him in
on the idea of a lecture in the form order to keep an eye on the time. A
.of a dialogue in order to arouse in- movement of the manuscript knocked
terest. They carried their suggestion the stem out of his watch, rendering
;to Mr. Cowles of the Travelers Insur- it defunct for the remainder of the
ance Company, who was at that time program. Dr. Ogilby, noticing that
Jn charge of the broadcasting station. this had happened, reached out try'The result of the huddle was to give ing to get the time from Dr. Troxell.
lectures every Tuesday night in the Dr. Troxell, thinking that Dr. Ogilby
.!form of a dialogue between two mem- was frightened, firmly grasped the
bers of the faculty in the faculty club- President's hand in order to comfort
room who were discussing some sub- him.
ject of current interest concerning the
This dialogue series was quite suc.school.
cessful. There was much interest in
At the time radio broadcasting was it from the various cities around and
;relatively new. Since this was the in Hartford. Fan mail of considerfirst time the use of dialogues had able proportions almost at once com-ever been suggested, the Travelers menced to flow in to the station.
Insurance Company thought it imposThe last program a few years later
'Sible to have two voices at the same (1929) reached a climax with four
time. But they were convinced that people participating in the program.
it would be possible; and so Trinity Professor and Mrs. Peck took the
College went on the air giving the part of a prosperous business man and
-:first dialogue in the history of radio. his wife with their son (a student of
All the manuscripts had to be care- the college), wanting to enter their
-fully timed. Since the program was son in the 1929 class of Trinity Colnaif an hour in length, the talk had lege. They represented the typical
to be exactly 29:30 minutes long, plus type of parents, for when their son
the introduction. The two men read was questioned, they always answered
-:from the manuscripts into a micro- for him. Dr. Ogilby finally asked
phone placed between them on the them to leave the room so that he
J>iano. The time schedule for every might question the son. Then the
minute was written in the margin of President and the son had a satisfactory talk. The parents listening
.the script.
During the first broadcast an amus- in took the hint.

TRUSTEES' MEETING
(Continued from page 1.)
on behalf of the committee on
grounds and buildings, on the excellent condition of the trees on the
campus. He also commented on thP
generous actions of the ladies of thP
Hartfor d Garden Club, who hav~
arranged for a pr ogram of tree plant
ing in t he large area at the south
-end of 1the campus. It was voted bv
the trustees that the .appreciation ~f
the board be sent to the club for its
additions to the beauty of the campus.
Besides the three whi•te oaks that
were recently set out in tribute t0
the three Connecticut signers of th'P
Constitution, the Garden Club will
also plant three scions of 1the Charter
Oak given by George Ho-llister of the
Park Board; 25 pin oaks, along thP
property line on New Britain Avenue
and Summit Street; 67 evergreens,
part Douglas fir and part Austrian
pine; 26 dogwood plants, given by
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Gates and by
the Connecticut Arboretum, and 80
flowering cherries, given in memory
of Miss Frances Beach by her sisters.
After 46 years of service on the
bench as a Federal judge, the Hon.
Joseph Buffington will retire on May
14. The Trustees adopted a motion
to congratulate him on his long service. Judge Buffington is the senior
trustee of Trinity.
The following trustees were present: John Prince El•ton, Waterbury;

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK
Case System
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course
Co-educational
Member of the Association of
American Law Schools

ColJege Degree or Two Years of
ColJege Work with Good Grades
Required for Entrance
Transcript of Record Must Be Furnished

Morning, Early Afternoon and
Evening Classes
For Further information address
CHARLES P. DAVIS, Registrar
233 Broadway, New York

FROSH BASEBALL
(Continued from page 8.)
A hapless Morse team plays a return encounter with the frosh nine at
Trinity field on May 12. After losing to Federal College and Suffield,
the Business nine was forced to cancel
its game with Connecticut State when
a bad head put its catcher out of
action.
Chances of avenging the
23-3 trouncing of this week are very
slim.
The Wesleyan frosh will meet the
invading Trin fl'eshmen on May 16.
Although beaten by Choate 5-3, their
real strength is as yet unknown.
That rather early season game proved
very little in the way of comparing
strength through scores.

ALUMNI NEWS

(Continued from page 7.)
L. Barton Wilson, '37, is now associated with the Colt Patent Fire
Arms Manufacturing Company in
Two Radio Broadcasts Included Hartford.

Downfall of Jesseemen as
They Succumb, 11-4

in Heavy Schedule Arranged
by Professor Watters

Saturday, April 30-In what looked
more like a benefit performance of
the Comedy of Errors than a baseball
game, Trinity's men of baseball
dropped their second game of a successfully budding season today to the
Colby White Mules by an 11 to 4
count. When the curtain went down
on the first act of the farce the Blue
and Gold had just come back in its
half of rthe fourth inning to· score a
run on successive hits by Captain
O'Malley, Rihl, ·a nd Kelly to offset a
one-run lead that the White Mules
had garnered by three singles during
their turn at bat in the self-same
fourth inning.
From then on the battle raged
on more or less even •terms until the
comedy took on aspects of a tragedy
in the first half of the seventh when
the Maine lads took advantage of
four Trinity errors, squeezed in with
two .hits, to push five more tallies
over the plate and insure themselves
of a victory.
However, in what appeared to be
rather of an anticlimax of this stark
drama, the home forces, undaunted
and with courage anew, dashed back
to the battle and tallied thrice on a
double by Pete Rihl, and base hits
by O'Malley, Kelly, .and Jackson.
Otherwise the lef1thanded efforts of
Colby's leading man, Lefty Cole,
completely baffled the Trin batsmen.
This rally. was .a ll offset though,
previously by a two-run splurge of
the visitors in their half of the eighth
aide~ by more Blue and Gold miscues,
namely, an error, and a free pass
issued by Big Ed Morris who was
Jessee's starting choice on the mound
for Trin. "Big Ed" gave way in the
ninth inning rto Bill Kelly, who supplied a climax to the entire afternoon's fun by giving three bases on
balls to the enemy which enabled
them to shove across three more runs
and boost their total to eleven. The
Trinity forces went down in order
in the last half of the ninth .and all
efforts to overtake the Colbymen
seemed to be in vain as Paul Harris,
pinch hitting for "Cappy" Capobianco, grounded out for the first out
and Lefty Cole treated the potent
Trinity bats as if they were mere
toothpicks.
In the little matter of scoring the
Colby squad wound up the afternoon's
activities with eleven runs, thirteen
hits, and three errors as compared
to the Blue and Gold's four runs, ten
(Continued on page 10.)

**

Alfred J. L'Heureux, '13, has been
appointed Alumni Marshal for ComProspects for a larger and better mencement this year. Mr. L'Heureux
Glee Club loom large and, although will be representing the Class which
no definite dates have been made, the is returning for its 25th reunion.
* *
schedule for next year will include
On May 1, a tablet was unveiled
most of the concert dates of this seain the College Chapel. This tablet
son and probably several new ones.
was dedicated to the donor of the
The club will again sing at the lighting system, George Hewson WilEdgewood Park Junior College in son, '93, who died in 1901. A classBriarcliffe Manor, New York, and at mate of Mr. Wilson's, William CrosSt. Margaret's School in Waterbury well Doane Willson, '93, performed
the ceremony. On the tablet is a
which date, incidentally, was canLatin quotation from the Apostle St.
celled this year because of an epidem- John, which translated means "that
ic of mumps in the school. They will light was the light of men." Present
again attend the New England College at the unveiling was Benjamin WisGlee Club Association Festival which, tar Morris, '93, of the firm of Morris
& O'Connor of New York City, who
according to Business Manager Bill
designed the library building at
Lindsay, will probably take place in Trinity.
Providence.
The Association sponMiss Pau[ine Wilson of Albany,
sors this festival for the purpose of sister of the Rev. George H. Wilson,
bringing the many glee clubs together '93, was present with four members
of her family and household. Miss
to sing for pleasure and not for comWilson expressed herself as much
petition.
Although they were not pleased with the lighting .a nd the
able to arrange a satisfactory date tablet.
* *
for a concert over Station WOR for
Richardson Wright, '10, is the
t his year, the club will bend every ef- author of a new book recently pubfort to make an arrangement for the lished by J. B. Lippincott & Comcoming year. Again the campus will pany, "The Gardener's Day Book."
be treated to a free concert by the Mr. Wright is the publisher of
Glee Club, a newly inaugurated policy "House and Garden" and is qui1te an
this year which was found to be high. authority on garden matters.
• •
ly successful. The studetllts of the
The Albany Alumni meeting has
college rarely ever hear the Glee Club
in a concert because most of the ap- been set for May 26.
pearances are away, so the campus
(Continued on page 10.)
concert gives them a chance to enjoy
their Glee Club. The Hartford Retreat will play host once again to the
singers, and it is expected that there
will be another concert over Station
WTIC.
This year the club has numbered 44
men and, as only a few seniors will
be lost through graduation, the members should number well over 50 men
with the expected freshman turn-out.
The club will again be under the direction of Professor Clarence E .
Watters, who will soon distribute
charms to 10 men who have completed two, years of men1bership.
Spring elections for n'eoct year's
officers are just around the corner, as
the Glee Club finishes the 1937-38
With
season with two final appearances.
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MASS. STATE TRACK

(Continue.d from page 9.)
Arthur B. Ward, '35, graduates
from the General Theological Seminary in New York City this spring.
He is to be ordained into the Ministry
in Newark, N. J., and then is going
out to Montana to take eharge of
the mission stations under Bishop
Fox in the northwest corner of the
state, near the Canadian border. His
headquarters will be in the town of
Whitefish; and he will also be in
charge of the ~mission stations at
Columbia Falls, Libby, Troy, and
Eureka. Milton A. Cookson, '31, is
a neighbor in the town of Kalispell,
but the distances are huge in the
wide open spaces.

(Continued from page 6.)
220-yard Low Hurdles - Won by
Motten (T); second, Joyce (M); third,
Merrill (M); time, 27.2.
220-yard Dash-Won by J. Brennan
(T); second, Pankratz (T); third,
Rossman (M); time, 23.7.
880-yard Run-Won by Little (M);
second, McLaughlin (T); third, tie
between Haskins and Tablowsky (M);
time, 2.05.
Pole Vault-Won by Pacelia (T);
second, Roberge (M); third, Motten
(T); height 11 feet, 3 inches.
Shot Put - Won by Chotkowski
(T); second, Roberge (M); third,
Sievers (M); distance, 37 feet, 5 inches.
Javelin Throw - Won by Adams
(M); second, Hodgdon (T); third,
Chotkowski (T); distance, 170 feet,
214 inches.
(New Massachusetts
State record.)
Discus Throw - Won by Sievers
(M); second, Chotkowski (T); third,
Roberge (M); distance, 115 feet.
High Jump-Won by Riley (M);
second, Heusser (T); third, Pacelia
(T); height, 5 feet, 10 inches.
Broad Jump-Won by Pacelia (T);
second, Tappin (M); third, Hodgdon
(T); distance, 21 feet, 2%, inches.

* *

Charles A. Hamilton, ex-'29, has
recently become engaged to the
daughter of Justice Roberts of the
Supreme Court.

••

A letter from Ed Ely, '34, tells of
a trip through South America which
he started on April 2, 1938. He also
mentions the fact that the Chicago
Alumni are looking forward to Dr.
Ogilby and Tom Wadlow's visit this
month. He was sorry to leave for
Brazil, but will return in the fall and
visit his Alma Mater.

••

father is a Psi U and his maternal
Mr. and Mrs. John Frederick grandfather, William S. Buchanan,
Walker announce the birth of a baby, '09, was a DKE. "Like farther like
John Buchanan Walker, in Washing- son."
ton, D. C. Mr. Walker is of the Class
of 1929. From their home at 5130
EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY SPORT.
Connecticut A venue, Washington,
Special Discount. to Trinity Students.
the Walkers announce that a futile
attempt was made to pledge the boy
to DKE, but that he has already indicated a preference for Psi U. His

COLBY BASEBALL
(Continued from page
hits, and seven misplays.
The box score:
Colby.
AB R
McGee, 2b,
4 2
Leonard, 3b,
6 1
Burrill, ss,
5 3
Rancourt, 1b,
5 1
Allen, If,
6 1
Hatch, rl,
5 1
Pullen, c,
4 1
Irish, cf,
4 0
Cole, p,
5 1

ON OTHER FRONTS

9.)

H 0
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 10
3 3
1 1
3 9
1 1
1 0

E

c
1

0
1
1
0

0

c
0

-------~--

Totals,

44 11 13 27

3

Trinity.
Shelly, 3b,
Lapac, rf,
O'Malley, 2b,
Morris, p,
Rihl, c,
Kelly cf, p,
Jackson, ss,
Barnewall, 1b,
Capobianco, If,
*Harris,

AB
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
1

R H

OE

D 2 0 2
0
1
0
2
1
0
0
0
0

1
2
0
2
2
1
0
0
0

May 6, 1938

4
1
3
6
0
2
10
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
E
J

0

(Continued from page 6.)
urges drastic reforms in the training
of teachers. The report says that the
m~jority of the prospective teachers
being trained in our colleges "exhibit
inferiority in contrast with nonteachers in nearly every department
of study; and they show up badly
when compared in the same tests with
students four years below them who
represent the education problems with
which they must be prepared to deal."

* *
The student body of Mercer University has passed an amendment to the
student constitution which makes
beating and detrimental hazing a punishable offense. The amendment became effective on the day of its adoption, and any future harmful hazing
will be punished by the student
alumni council as a major offense.
President Spright Dowell commended

Totals,
37 4 10 27 7
* Batted for Capobianco in ninth.
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rette can have . • . that's
why Chesterfields give
you more pleasure.

. . . you'll find MORE PLEASURE in
Chesterfield's milder better taste
Copyright 1938, LtGGBlT & MYIIRS ToBAcco Co.

**

Aid for the exiled Austrian scholars will be provided here by the University in Exile, or New School for
Social Research in New York which
was founded to provide a haven for
those scholars evicted from Germany
at the beginning of the Hitler regime.
Dr. Alvin S. Johnson stated here
that it might soon be necessary to offer this service to Austrians, and indicated that increased resources will
have to be sought to maintain an enlarged university.
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the move, stating that the new amendment places "the university in a position of distinction and raises the admiration of many leaaing persons."

•
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